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1999 got off to a racing start with crop circles appearing fairly
regularly from the beginning of April onwards. As we reach the
middle of the crop circle season it is worth considering whether
we are any further forward in the search for an answer to the
question of what is the root cause of the circles in the first place.

One oulstanding and mostly irrefutable answer is that it may well
be a purely natural phenomenon that leaves crop circles as an

indicator of its passing, a kind of cosmic calling card, or a

'footprint'of the force that passed that way in the recent past.

Such a force would be compatible with much of the research
that is still successfully ongoing in many research establishments
around the world. Such a force would be as compatible with Jim
Lyons' toroids as it would be with Gerald Hawkins' Diatonic
Ratios. Indeed, even Terence Meaden's work would sit
comfortably within a scientifically accepted model driven by a

purely natural causative force.

It was only in the last few years that scientist have discovered
that Lightning has a counterpart that exhibits itself only to an

interstellar audience of surveillance satellites and astronauts.
Such an electromagnetic force may well have counterparts within
the surface of the Earth, or one that transcends both earth and
atmosphere. Such a force may well contain all of the elements
which scientists like Levengood and Lyons are proposing as the
catalyst for crop circle production. This force may well comprise
radiation at both magnetic and temperature levels that could
easily explain the production of a short-lived and stationery
vortex that may well have an effect on the crop as demonstrated
so often in our fields.

Without turning our backs on any other reasonable theory that
might explain the appearance of crop circles, it is interesting to
consider if those factors that are exhibited by crop circles might
all be explained by such a natural phenomenon. Compass
deviations and the disturbance of pendulums, erratic video or still
cameras. Physiological disturbances that might range from
headaches to 'buzzings' and 'clickings' or other aural
disturbances. A feeling of vertigo, pressure (or lack of it), even
visual manifestations might be explained by simply standing in a

place where the electromagnetic residual effects place us under a

considerable anomalous exposure that may well, not only affect
our physiological status, but may well have an effect on the
physical properties of anything and everything within the
formation and, perhaps to a lessening effect as we move further
away from the epicentre.

We have to be careful here, to distinguish between a possible
causative effect and an effect or effects caused by the release of
energy in whatever form that might take. lt is also reasonable to
suppose that the measurements encountered within a circle,

maybe relative to the amount of 'energy' discharged. Just as
man chose an 'inch' because it was equal to the top joint of his
thumb and a foot equal to the length of a human foot, or a yard
equal to the distance from extended thumb to his nose. Nature
also might utilise the standing wave patterns of various energy
radiations' to construct her field patterns. Even micro-wave
patterns may not be so microscopic if we took the distances
from the generating source to the point at which they react or
'interfere' with another type of wave. Who can tell me at what
distance gravity waves might create their particular cymatic
fingerprint on the crop?

Science has discovered several differing types of energy ranging
from nuclear radiation to gravitic radiation. Who is to say that
we have discovered everything there is to be discovered about
the basic 'forces' we label as energy? lt would be a foolhardy
scientist who stated that. (There have been a few!)

It seems more than a feint possibility that most researchers are
following up leads that may well be a by-product, or a catalyst of
the circle making force. Brian Gist, Steve Page and Glenn
Broughton have amassed much statistical evidence for the
connection between ground water and crop circles. Lucy Pringle
is looking at the residual effects of the force on the memory of
water. Dr Levengood is investigating the possibility that some
form of micro-wave energy is creating the changes to stem
nodes and affecting the germination. Jim Lyons is investigating
the form or shape that the energy might take during its 'activity
and his toroidal fields may well prove to be but one aspect of the
whole episode. Ed & Kris Sherwood's work, evn the geometric
research of people like Jens Rowold can be encompassed a

holistic natural phenomenon.

Researchers who depend upon 'black-box' technology to decide
the credentials of a particular circle, much like dowsers, may well
be tapping into the residual energy of the creative force.
Dowsers may also be detecting the perturbations of the energy
and it may well be significant that these forces seem to fade
with time, but may also 'fade' due to the level of sensitivity of
the individual's dowsing 'skill'. Dragging magnets through circles
reveals meteoric iron - why not if there has been a geo-magnetic
effect that might attract such debris from near space?

One of the things that used to bother me about crop circles was
their seasonality - why only in the summer? Why not winter
circles? Tornadoes have a 'season' even monsoon rains follow a

natural calendar so why shouldn't crop circles behave in a similar
fashion, particularly if they sre in fact a natural and historical
phenomenon? lt seems that we are more likely to find links
between avenues of research than conflicts, particularly if we
keep our minds open and try to build bridges rather than
defences.
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RAY'S COLUMN
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES: GERALD HAWKINS,S DIATONIC DIALECTIC

By Ray Cox

Some composers have used musical notes to encode messages in

their music, their names or initials, say. For example, J S Bach's

The Art of Fugue, his last (unfinished) work, repeats B-A-C-H; or
Shostakovich in his E(hth StringQuartet - D-S-C-H

Boston University astronomer Professor Gerald Hawkins, (author

of such books as Stonehenge Decoded; and a CCCS member),

some years ago proposed that some of the crop formations, in-

cluding some of the most visually striking, embodied geometrical

theorems expresslng specific numerical relationships among the

areas of circles, triangles and other shapes that make up the pat-

terns, and that many involve diatonic ratios, the whole-number

ratios that determine a scale of musical notes. Also, Linda Moul-

ton Howe, in 6/impses of Other Reo/ities (1993) suggested a direct

link between the ratio and the English alphabet based on the

Boethius scale of musical notes of 550 AD. When the geometries

are tested against lists of initials the code appears to fit just one

list - seven of the first 25 presidents of the Society for Psychical

Research of London!

Before detailing further the implications of Gerald Hawkins's the-

ory it is certainly prudent to ask the question whether some crop

formations indeed do have musical ratios encoded within them, by

whatever, or whoever are their originators. lt should be at once

mentioned that no hoax-

ers have claimed an'l

knowledge of this, or
have been interested ei-

ther as fur as is known.

And when, furthermore,
Hawkins also reveals re-

markable Euclidean ge-

ometryt we are reminded

of the breathtaking re-

search of such as John

Martineau who found

consistent geometric ra-

tios in crop circles. And

not only in circles but in
ancient sites and temples
'like 

Stonehenge and even

in the Solar System, in the

relationships between the sun and the planets. Why should not
diatonic, musical ratios be implicit tool

Entwined in both nature and mankind, the experience of nature

and of sound and tone relationships is a part of all cultic and ar-
tistic activity. The experience of rone itself is related to the for-
mation of sound and words, and is very old. lt has to do with the

development of man's consciousness. Originally speech was simi-

Iar to song. Esoteric history says that in the earliest epochs the

world of tones worked upon man as a shaping force with a

"magical" power. lt led man into the creative, divine-cosmic

world. lntervals did not, as later, enter into human consciousness

within the experience of an octave. This only came about gradu-

ally over great periods of time as man's being and consciousness

became more concentrated and the perceptible intervals became

narrower until they were smaller than the octave, when mankind

could experience fifths, thirds and so on. Long before lce-age

paintings , or the furamids, man had experienced harmony, rythym

and melody in the world and had used them in initiation cults.

The wonder{ul numerical relationships between the heavenly laws

and music were grasped as early as the eigth century BC in

Greece, and mathematics was connected with growing research

into cosmic harmonics. Pythagoras discovered that the Earth was

a sphere and laid the first foundations for recognizing the har-

mony of the worlds in the fact that music and numbers are ruled

by similar rules. When he demonstrated the relation between

length ofstring and the pitch ofthe note he gave new impulses to
both music and mathematics. He taught that the world is guided

by musical laws and that man can express them by his instru-

ments. Kepler was later one of the greatest scientists who ad-

vanced knowledge of the harmonies of cosmos, music and mathe-

maucs.

Does it become

less fantastic to
find geometries

and music in

crop formations

then, giving an

added boost to
the reality of
their genuine

awe-inspiring
natu re?

Gerald Hawkins

first found the

mathematics of
music - the very

phrase sounds

alluring - among crop circles in 1990. Take the piano's white

notes. Middle C has a pitch of 2-64 hertz (vibrations per second)

For the octave C above it is 396, a ratio of 3 :2. Each note in the

major scale has an exact and simple diatonic ratio, and the eight

ratios are fundamental to music. With each successive octave

above middle C the same ratios are used, but doubled.

These ratios appeared in crop circles. e.g. for concentric rings it

Diatonic Ratios

First Octave I ,1, tl,o rl, ,1, tl, tt l,

Second Octave 7 9
t4

5
l2

I
IJ

3 IO

t3 "lo

Third Octave 4 9t
l2 5 ttl, 6 ,r 

lu
,u l,

Fourth Octave 8 9 r0 ,rl, t2 ool, l5
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was the relationship of the area of the larger to the smaller cir-

cles, and for the satellite circles around large circles it was in the

diameters. Many examples Hawkins found in circles which ap-

peared during the I980s. ln Delgado and Andrews Arculor Evr-

dence, the first, pioneering, crop circles publication, 25 formations

were noted with I6 diatonic ratios. Those circles were,of course,

the more simple circles compared with the great pictograms sub-

sequently, but the diatonics continued to appear in those as well,
and continue to do so today! Such celebrated pictograms as Bar-

bury Castle (199 l) and the lckleton 'Mandelbrot' (199 l) con-

formed also to the theorems which Hawkins found. As early as

1988 he found a subtle change. At Corhampton, Hampshire,

three equal circles in barley had centres at the corners of an equi-

lateral triangle and it was noticed that a tangent could be con-

structed to touch each of the circles with a ruler laid on the pho-

tograph - Euclidean geometry had entered the field! lts principles

could be used to prove four theorems derived from the relation-

ships among the areas depicted in the crop formations and Haw-

kins discovered a fifth and more general theorem from which the
other four could be derived. This involved concentric circles

which rouch che sides of a triangle, and as the triangle changes

shape it generates the special crop circle geometries.

Haurkins observed another interesting fact, that numbers repre-

senting sharps and flats in music did not show up in crop forma-

tions. As such there is here a relationship with church bells,

which have been pealing out over the countryside since the I 300s

in England, and which do not have sharps or flats either. Some

crop formations Gerald Hawkins noted which comply to his dis-

coveries are:

<)Corhampton 1988

t) Winterborne Stoke 1989

i Longwood Estate I 990

l Fordham Place I 990

t) Oliverl Castle 1992

I Sompting 1992

t Etchilhampton 1993

i Hog's Back 1993

I Littlebury Green 1996

I Barbury Castle I 997.

The most recent, and on-going survey, is of the Layer Breton, Es-

sex, crop formation of I998. (This was meticulously examined,

reported upon and surveyed for the CCCS archives by Peter

Henden with co-surveyors Bradley Haycraft and Peter Leadbet-

ter.) The formation showed no obvious signs of human manufac-

Crop CircleTheorems

These theorems in geometry and mathematici,can be deduced from the large-scale patterns
pressed into the lields of grain,in Ehgland. ::,:.::;' ;'

THEOREM I

Let three equal cir.cles that,share a common tantent mat! an equilateral triangle. [f a

circle is drawn through the centers of two concentric with,the:thirdtrcle$en the ra;
tio of areas of the concenffic circles is' li:3 corresponding to th€,note 'pi.:$e 1wo cir.,

, :,1: ::: r :

cles taken as satellites gives the note'C' .,:, .-:,:::. ,, -,

THEOREM II

For an equilateral triangle the ratio of areas of the circumscribed and the inscribed cir-
cle gives 'C'. The annulus between the circles when divided by the area of the inscribed

crrcle Srves {J .

Corollary: lf,the tr:iangle is'isosceles, and the circles aiC-oncentlicgen'.the-r:atio of . ,:

areas is 4x(side)21(base)2:l,and the ratio from the annulus is one unit less.

THEOREM III

For a square the ratio of the areas of circumscribed and inscribed circles gives'C'and

:::fi::ffi,'fi:l[1"'t!un'1,,, 
r*rineoren=-iv--i']e or r6a'01"

THEOREM IV

Fora h&@ the @of a.*iC'cior*s.1lbtiil and ins-cri!9{ circt"r_$;;s+
,.,

A fifth theorem exists from which the above four can be derfved as special cases.



above, very old. A work of na-

ture surely does not produce

such a set of numbers. On the

other hand the knowledge

shown, goes, as he states, be-

yond our present educational

system. Many would add: Let

alone being able to carry out this

accuracy of operation in a field at

night, with such astounding com-

plexity of result. Gerald Hawkins

calls this aspect of the phenome-

non mathematical art, as distinct

from landscape art. ls it not an-

other clue to this mystery that
the human mind may well have

the measure of things, a hand in

the creation, realisation and ma-

nipulation of matter-, combined

somehow with natural forces?

We keep getting clues about this

in noting how people are af-

fected by and also seem to affect

the phenomenon, as maybe with

many phenomena. Whilst it
seems beyond the conscious

machinations of human Circle-

makers as hoaxers or artists etc.

They may have some part to play

at a subconscious level, where

more subtle realties come into

Play.

(l am grateful to Gerold Hawkins for permission to use some of his ma-
terial ond to Peter Henden for supplying his Loyer Breton details.)

ture and it passed Michael Newark's dowsing aura test. There is a

power line about 0.3 miles from the site and there is a reservoir

in one corner of the field. The circles were of good quality. ln

one place there was a fascinating difference to normal crop flow
patterns, where wind damage could be seen showing interference

with the ring of the formations at three points. At one point this

interference has interleaved with the flow of the crop in the ring,

indicating that the interference occurred at the same time that
the crop was being laid down. This supports the view that this

formation was very likely genuine.

Gerald Hawkins has found undeniable musical ratios here. He

was able to do so because of the accurate surveying to within a

few inches. The diatonic has to be accurate to | % statistically for
the test to be rigorous and valid in determining whether or not a

formation conforms to the theorems. lnitial results from Layer

Breton show realisations of the note Fl, Octave I and ,A2, Octave

2. (fhere are more discoveries to follow apparently - as at April

1999.) They are also repeats of the notes in the Littlebury Green

1996 formation. (Also in Essex - are we seeing yet another exam-

ple of localised features repeating?). Also Barbury Castle 1997.

Gerald, of course, is not the first to ask if the Circlemakers are

trying to tell us something. He does suggest, however, that dia-

tonic ratios are the creation of the human mind, and, as outlined

This formation combines the side of a hexagon (OB), with the side of a pentagon (AB), to

tet the radius of circle I. From Ptolemy's theorem of chords,with G equal to the golden

mean and OF= l, we can prove that 20A=G+AB (square root 3), or OA= 1,82709. There-

forebyrule2,circles land3givearatioof 3.338,noteAinthesecondoctave. Bycropcir-
cles Theorem 4, the hexagon circles I and 2 give a diatonic ration of 4/3, note F.

ls the raised circle a clue? D is the centre of the crescent E. Angle CFD is 72", so CD is
also the side of the pentagon.

[From on original by Gerold Hawkinsl

Layer Bretton - 1998
By Peter Henden, Bradley Haycraft & Peter

Leadbetter





Dear George,

Given the current public, and my own personal outcry concerning

genetically modified (GM) crops, perhaps the croP circle commu-

nity could turn the all-round paranoia to its own advantagel

Firstly, might I be so bold and irresponsible to challengeThe Cir-

clemakers, and whoever responds to that title, to construct a for-

mation in one of the mostly secret and well-guarded sites, where

crops are being grown to avoid active "vandals" (anti-GMO envi-

ronmentalists) - sound familiar? The appearance of a formation in

one of these awkward locations would certainly help convince me

of a genuine source behind the croP circle mystery.

Secondly, given a formation, it might be interesting to see if there

are any distinct differences in the design of the formations, or the

affected crop reaction, to those recorded in 'conventional' crops

and formations.

May I therefore appeal for any information of formations appear-

ing in genetically modified crop, whether it is a new formation this

year, or details from a previous season via the magazine.

Kevin Constant

Bedfordshire Co-ordinator

I wonder if crop circles in GMO crops would somewhot of o double-

edged sword? Unfortunotely formers ond landowners hove become

rother'ontogonistic' (to put it mildly) to crop cicle researchers, ond we

do not deliberately vondolise crops. GMO environmentolis* deliberotely

vondolise crops for publicity purposes, ond ore okeody o potentiol fur-
ther problem for'croppies' requesting occess to fields. - Brion James
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LINSEED TRIANGLES
The first formation in linseed (flax) tnyears appeared at Stanton St. Bernard
(SU 084-626) onAugust 171h. (Sadly, the blue flowers were already gone!)

It consisted of two conjoined triangles that were precisely laid,
surrounded by many reasonably good looking circles, and a lot of juruk.

This r.t'ould have been a knockout formation if all that ugiy decoration had been left off!

@ 1998 Peter R. Ssrensen



My dreams of being within a crop circle have come true. After

years of reading The Circular and following the antics of such lu-

minaries as Lucy Pringle, Colin Andrews and Busty Taylor I found

myself in a field near Outlook, Saskatchewan, Canada looking at

the flattened stalk of Durum;a hard wheat variety used for pasta.

The field is a few miles from where my grandparents hrmed and

my futher trew up. Of course I stayed with my grandmother

Sophie in town while investigating. The local landmark is the huge

earth filled Gardiner Dam on the South Saskatchewan River a few

miles south.

The circles are in two sets within five miles of each other. This is

significant because of .orrnon design elements and also because

the province of Saskatchewan is about fifteen times the area of

the U.K. I call them the sisters because the major element in

each pattern is a thirty some foot circle with a twelve foot "T"

handle resembling aVenus glyph.

This glyph occupies the northeast position in each formation and

the handle is oriented to 215 degrees in each. The Sister Two for-

mation shows three circles in a row aligned to 215 degrees with

an overlapping double circle and a double ringer off the end of

the row. Standing in the center of the rings looking through the

double circles points right back to the glyph!

Sister One has a companion large circle and a single ring with the

glyglr for a three-unit formation that appears a simple version of

the other sister.

The fields were harvested and the circles trodden but we took

soil and plant samples and sent them off to the good folks at BLT'

I dowsed with haywire rods and got Positive results from each cir-

cle which surprized me as it was my first go at dowsing.

Anomalous activity reports were limited to a videotape of a craft.

These occurred during Aug 98, and were liShts within twenty

miles.

My first day out from Edmonton, Alberta was a 300 and some

mile drive to the site; the second sPent on field work of the two

sisters and the third devoted to stoPPing by a third formation on

the way home. lt was about a hundred miles northwest and only

six miles off my route. This one was the 4:20 found in wheat at

the end of Aug 98 near Cando, SK. The lad who found it drove

the combine right around the forty-foot-high numbers and it was

down this swath path I drove and parked right beside the forma-

tion. Luxury, not slogging down gluey chalk clay tramlines packing

gear but hey, this v/as my first go at a formation in standing crop.

The harvest was diverted to other fields in wait for me.

Straightaway I took a few snapshots standing on the seats and

poking through the sunroof. Next I grabbed my trusty dowsing

rods and walked toward the upper circle. Walking into the upper

circle crossed the rods; on into the standing crop between a par-

allel reading and splayed outward entering the lower circle. Very

good results considering the circles flowed in opposite directions

on the floor patterns. The numbers were three feet in width

down the pathways and the "2" had flow in each direction

through the middle. The sister glyphs were also three feet wide

on the pathways as were the rings. Samples of soil and grain were

sent to the BLT research team. I drove to North Battleford Air-

port and talked a pilot into seeing something he had never seen

before and got some photos with a tourist disposable camera.

Research on a shoestring budget... (remember to bring my cam-

'eras next time.)

Anomalous activity includes very bright Northern Lights at

4:20am the next morning. Cattle pasturing next to the subiect

field stampeded out of the area and were very wary of their keep-

ers oyer the next couple of week. High water nitrate levels

made the well nearest the formation unusable in the last couple

of years. A local dowser broke a willow wand and developed sore

foiearms from trying to hold on within the 4:20.

What does it all mean? As an armchair philosopher and practic-

ing astrologer I believe the 4:20 is a time reference to the Planet

Neptune moving into Capricorn by retrograde motion on Aug

25t98. lt moved on into Aquarius ioining Uranus there in the fall'

This puts two large, outer planets in Aquarius. lt certainly Puts

anything deceptive and illusionary in a position for sudden de-

struction. Look to society and institutions for these changes.

Good thing is a new beginning on the rubble.

Psychic readings from samples have all reported a band of light

and energy flowing into the wheat. Heat sensations and vibration

also noted.
As for the Sisters; who better to lead us into the Age of
Peace than the goddessVenus?

Allington, Devizes

.Iune - 1999



Over the years researching crop circles some things which you

see stick in your mind, they might not mean anything right away,

but in time you recall them from Past sites. ln places like Count-

esthorpe and Sibson and Husbands Bosworth which over the

years have been crop circle repeater sites' I have noticed in the

field hedges wide burn marks about four feet wide. These burn

marks in the hedge are in effect dead wood, with no growth each

summer, while further out each side green leaves and new cover

flourish. ln most cases the farmer replaces the Patches with new

hedge cuttings after a year or so, which die iust the same, because

the dead area lies over an active ley line feeding the crop circle.

ln every case at all the crop circle places the ley was running

through the site from East to West, and while the tyPes of hedging

was different in a couple of places, a four feet wide path was

burnt through iust the same, (four feet being the width of a ley

running East to West). I have heard around Wiltshire ley lines are

called burning lines, perhaps its because of this particular effect

with hedging. I know at Husbands Bosworth near the hill field

where the crop circle comes, the hedge along the furmer's path-

way is still bare where the ley crosses. Even with no formation

for a number of years now this bare patch is still very evident

when you walk down the field, a sign that something is still pulsing

power down that actiYe ley during the summer. What ever earth

force is pulsed or present in that ley line, it kills the hedge Srowth

growing above it, and these bare patches cross the country side

for miles, you can see them each side of the A50, near the forma-

tion site. Could we be looking at pulsed micro wave Power Per-

haps? Smagine two active ley lines crossing at 90 degrees any-

where, and someone in a house sitting in a chair perhaps above

it - might this be the cause of Spontaneous Human Combustion -

SHC?)

Another thing, (not so gory) which I picked up last summer at

the Stourport crop circle, have you noticed how the wheat or

barley crop is laid close to the Sround, while some weeds stick up

straight, untouched by the same earth force which flattened the

crops. ls it possible sound, or ultra-sound to be correct, might be

the force which flattens some croPs leaving others uprightl

Could it be when the harmonics match the croP they drop, while

others present which don't match that particular harmonic does

not? Ultra-sound would upset any animals close enough to the

site when a crop circle formed, (which is the case), and at a con-

trolled set frequency would only effect certain crops perhaps. I

have been to beautiful laid crop circles where delicate tiny flowers

have not been effected, and are growing through the laid crop,

soon after it had formed, untouched by the same process which

flattened the crops hours before. lf it is ultra-sound which is do-

ing it, along with the microwaves which soften the croP stems to

bend without breaking, the sound waYes must be very selective,

affecting only some crops while leaving other things alone. And if

it is sound it leaves the door open a little to researching crop cir-

cles, animals are effected when a genuine crop circle goes down,

so should we perhaps be listening for circles, rather than watching

for them on crop watches. Microwaves, ultrasound, ley earth en-

ergy forces, faulting lines, and who knows what else are all part of

any genuine crop circle, and don't forget what ever, who ever is

making them, hears your thoughts and wishes at the same time,

controlled intelligence for sure in my book

Over Wallop, Hants. April 1999 Canola
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Here are a couple of tests any enthusiastic Croppy can undertake

which will help significantly expand the growing database on test

results from formations. One relates to seed head testing; the

othei to electrical effects.

SEEDTESTS
Since the early days of Crop Circle investigation. the effects of
the creating energies on the soil and seed have been considered

(e.g see Arculor Evidence, p.35) These results have subsequently

been developed and from the ADAS experiments of a few years

ago, a simple nitrogen/nitrate test commonly used by the farming

community has been identified as a possible useful indicator of
crop changes within formations. Last year, a number of tests from
formations throughout the country were carried out with very

positive results This was an indicator that the test could prove

useful on a regular basis. Now it is your turn to participate in this

work by looking at repeatability undertaken in different laborato-

ries around the country.

lf you are not used to dealing with local analytical laboratories of-

fering an agricultural testing service, then simply look in your local

Yellow Pages and search under the appropriate headings. If there
are difficulties, the NFU help desk will tell you where to find a
suitable facility. Simply ask for your samples to be subjected to a

nitrogen/nitrate test. Laboratories sometimes automatically un-

dertake in addition a percentaSe nitrogen test, but this is not
overly useful for our purposes. The tests are MAFF approved

throughout the country and available to any member of the pub-

lic. Charges seem to be currently between f8-10 per sample.

As for collecting your samples, the absolute minimum per forma-

tion is three. If a simple circle, then one sample from the centre

is needed with one from say twb metres inside the formation and

one from two metres outside. Stay clear of energy hues/rings.

The amount is 'half a iam lar' per sample of iust the heads. If your
formation is more complicated and the depth of your pocket

greater, then use good judgement to collect more samples.

Remember to code the samples and note from where they were

taken. Within a week, you will have a one-page report outlining

the results in terms of parts per million (ppm) nitrogen/nitrate.

There will be a large variation in results even among the control

samples. Expect variations from say I00-900 in the numbers.

What matters, however, is the percentage change between the

numbers from samples taken from inside and outside the forma-

tions. We need to build a picture of how these changes vary over

the formations.

I will be happy to correlate results from around the country if you

send me copies of the lab reports and drawings of the formation
(s), showing from where you took samples. The laboratory I used

last year knew what I was up to but confessed they had never

seen such variations in over twenty years of testing. They apolo-

gised crnce for not being able to defect any differences in one set

of samples I sent them. They did not know until I told them that

it was the BBC formation!

THETWOTELEPHONETEST
This second test should these days be very easy to carry out. To

my knowledge, the first person to observe the effect of circle en-

ergies on the functioning of mobile phones was Paul Vigay. Since

then, technology has been refined and the network system well

established with handsets being commonplace. Last year, we had

a case of a tractor driver who, while making a call, drove through

a formation only to find his telephone went dead. You can repeat

this experiment in a more controlled fashion. lt is not expected

to work in all formations, however. We need to find out those in
which it does occur. Simply, in con.junction with a colleague also

having a phone, establish good contact before entering a forma-

tion. One or other then enters the formation to see if contact is
maintained, deteriorates or is even lost. lf funny things happen,

try calling one another while being inside the formation. There

are all sorts of variations you can try. Simply have a go and let us

know your results.

Hope you have fun trying these tests. Please make sure you let us

know your results, good, bad or indifferent.

Avebury Trusloe
June - 1999

Newton St Loe Q),Bath
June - 1999

Allington, Devizes
June - 1999

Aldbourne, Swindon
June - 1999
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The concluding part of Neil's update to his book -
fhe Signs Are Here

DOUGAND DAVEAND DEVILSAND DEMONS

Circle researchers are reluctant to discuss hoaxing or at least

man-made crop circles because they fear discussion would give

credibility to circle fakers and thus encourage them in their de-

ceptions. When | first published Crop Circles Deciphered in early

I 997 I sent a copy of my effort to all of the addresses that I could

find of the world's leading circle researchers for their comment

and criticism. About half have responded \ /ith some sort. of h-
vourable comment, but of those that replied they all found fault

with my March 1997 guess of l0 % of the formations being man

made. I then changed the text of CCD in June 1997 from l0%

hoaxes to l%. Correspondence with Peter Sorensen in the fall of
'97 revealed that both trees of life were of such poor quality that
he suspected that they were at least partially man made. The

"Star of David" was definitely a man-made addition to the two
rings of figure 8. That's three out of the seven formations of most

ihterest to me, a little more than l%or even l0%. Typical, I sup-

pose, of the consternations facing circle researchers. And so it is

with a great deal of reluctance that I too feel that the man made

circle issue should be addressed.

"As deod flres give perfume o bod smell, so o liu/e folly outweighs wis-

dom ondhonour" (Ecclesiastes l0:l). Man-made crop circle artists

are motivated by a variety of reasons ranging from those trying to
communicate with the Circlemaker(s) to college prankters and

others looking for a place in the sun to those who enloy deceiv-

ing others to debunkers with unknown agendas other than politi-

cal directions accomplished with disinformation and ridicule. The

debunkers act in part because they do not understand the Agency

but more importantly because they have no control (power) over

it. The powers of this world evidently feel that their influence in

the world would be threatened if another force greater than

theirs appears on the scene. Apparently the world leaders fear

that we would no longer respect them and their authority and we

would bow down to another entity. The real issue is power and

who controls it. t
The struggle between church and state for the heart of man and

thus control of man has been going on for millennia. Until they
get a handle on the phenomenon, the powers that be obfuscate

the truth with ridicule and thereby discredit honest research. lt's

a safe bet that serious well-funded research is going on about the

UFO/crop circle phenomenon, but its players operate in secrecy

even though this "the public can't handle the truth" "need" must

raise research costs astronomically. On the other hand, George

Knapp asks the poignant question "can we handle the concept of
a superior intelligence and technology not of this world? Can we

live with the truth of the presence of a power greater than us?"

This is the same issue one must consider when deciding whether

or not there is a personal God. lt is worth noting that secrecy is

very expensive, whereas God costs only an honest search for
truth. "you will find him if you look for him with all your heort and oll

your souf'(Deut. 4:25). (AlsoJer. 33:3, Matt. 7:7).

And this brings up the wider subject of deceivers, devils and de-

mons. lf we are waking up to a multidimensional universe and if
the seventh dimension is Eden, Paradise, holographic and/or spiri-

tual dimension, then perhaps we should take a closer look at what

motivates us. Perhaps the spiritual dimension has a greater influ-

ence on our day-to-day lives than we care to admit. Just as the

powers that be evidently are afraid to admit to a power greater

than their own, we too are afraid and choose to deny the God

concept because individually we feel unsure of powers greater

'than us. Perhaps the secrecy problem residing in them also se-

cretly resides in us. Perhaps secrecy resides in them becouse it re-

sides in us. Perhaps the spirit of the devil (secrecy and deception)

is obscured deep in the heart of all man.

Perhaps we not only not know of the spiritual power struggle

Paul spoke of in Ephesians, we would deny it even if we did. We

arrogantly like to believe that no one or thing tells us what to do.

Only we are in control of our thoughts. Not so, says Paul in

Ephesians 6: 12. ln Genesis sin in the Garden of Eden began with

the serpent's deception that man could become God and know

good from evil; i.e. have knowledge of the tree of good and bad

(Gen. 3: 4,5). Jeremiah speak of Ahab and the spirit of sadness

that overwhelmed him (l Kings 2l:5). We all are affected by spir-

its of joy and sadness. Christ drove evil spirits out of demon pos-

sessed men (Matt. 8:28-34; Mk 5: I-17). Andy Thomas and Paul

Bura report in their book Quest for Contoct of creating crop cir-

cles with thought. What exactly is thought? Thought is spiritual

or at least influenced by spirits. Prayer; after all, is simply a con-

centrated effort to communicate with supernatural spirits with

focused thought. God and prayer is what atheists, agnostics and

religious hypocrites miraculously discover when the lights and en-

gines quit functioning and the airliner goes into a steep dive at

40,000 feet, The rest of us are hypocrites too in that even if we

partake of regular religious rituals, we don't make sincere efforts

to communicate with spirits unless we lose or are about to lose

something that we love. Thus God is Love and we search and call

on Him only in times of love lost.

The struggle between man and the one third bad angels (some

UFO abductions) "is not a technological one or we would be long

gone" (Prologue CCD). "Not by might nor by power, but by my

spirit says the Lord Almighty" (Zech.4: 6). ln the prologue to



CCD I quoted Paul in Eph. 6: l 2; "For our strugsle is not against

flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities,

against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual

forces of evil in the heavenly realms." ln much the same "spiritual

warfare" way that most of the world, especially the press, has

mentally locked out the possibility that crop circles are a real phe-

nomenon, most of the world's crop circle researchers have men-

tally locked out the possibility that the agency resPonsible for
"genuine" crop circles is also responsible for the Bible. While a

few are willing to give credit for most crop circles to some sort of

supernatural or "divine" agency, the very last entity most circle

researchers are prepared to consider is the Hebrew Elohim ("us")

of Genesis l:26. "Us" would include any or all of El (singular, Al-

lah in Arabic), Yahweh (ehovah), the Father, the Son, the Holy

Spirit, seraphs, cherubs, the archangels Michael and Gabriel, and/or

angels.

By dictionary definition of "spiritual", if we believe in spirits we be-

lieve in supernatural forces. It then follows that some hoaxers are

motivated by spiritual impulses promoting destruction of truth

but they are unaware of the source of inspiration. This is not to

say that charming characters like Douglas Bower and the now de-

ceased Dave Chorley are Satan in disguise or the devil incarnate,

but only that they were inspired by a supernatural spirit of delight

in deception and didn't know it. The "great deceiver" is true to

his title in his inspiration to man. Spiritual influences play a very

large role in even our day-to-day lives but we don't know it
(Ephesians 6: I 2). Perhaps spiritual influences play such a powerful

role in our lives that absolutely nothing happens by chance or

man's imagination.

"Team Satan" indeed! The word "Satan" literally means "the ae-

cuser". Even il only l% of the crop circles are man-made hoaxes,

this minuscule minority accuses all circle formations of being of

earthly origin because the realization of the presence of a supe-

rior intelligent force not of this world seems iust too incredible

for our sense of order (power). This spirit of occusation has been

taken up by the mainstream press because ridicule and discord

sells more cars and cosmetics than truth. But the destruction of
truth is not the fault of the press but rather our fault because we

do all the buying. Again, the problem is not always the "other

guy's" fault, but lies within the heart of all mankind. Thus by ap-

pealing to our mistrust of the world with the spirit of accusation,

the spirit of destruction oftruth has so far managed to subterfuge

honest research of a phenomena that is the harbinger of the

greatest event in the history of man, i.e.,

"Here come do lu-u-u4ge!!"- FlipWilson. 
*

THREETHREETHREE, SIX SIX SIX

The I 997 formations had a preponderance of threes (God) and

sixes (imperfect man and the spiritual devil in man). Three sym-

bolizes Yahweh. Four pages in CCD were used in discussing the

frequency of three and its use for emphasis-signature in the Bible

(pgs. 34-38). This list of threes is by no means exhaustive, but

only gives some of the better known examples. Others include

the three things of God: God is spirit (life) (ohn 4:24), God is

light (l John l:5) and God is love (l John 4: 8, l6). Yahweh spoke

to Samuel three times before he recognized the source. The He-

brews used three coyenants when swearing oaths: the salt

(storing) covenant, the shoe covenant and the blood covenant.

The tabernacle in the wilderness had three parts: the nave, the

vestibule and the inner sanctuary. The Temple in Jerusalem was

built three times. The first time was by Solomon around 1000

BCE. It was then rebuilt after the Babylonian destruction (and the

70 year Jewish captivity) by Zerubbabel. He had delays but fin-

ished reconstruction in 515 BCE. Herod came to power in 37

BCE and tried to magnify himself to the Jews by making the Tem-

ple bigger and better than ever, finishing the improvements in 4

BCE. This temple had three courtyards: the court of the priests,

the court of the women and the court of lsrael (men).

Christ raised three people from the dead: the widow's son, Jai-

rus's daughter and His friend Lazarus. God used three different

Persian kings to save the Hebrews from destruction: Cyrus,

Xerxes and Artaxerxes. The Hebrews celebrated three Passovers

on the way to the Promised Land: the'escape from Egypt, receiv-

ing the Ten Commandments at Mt. Sinai and entry into the Prom-

ised Land. On the fall festival day of Atonement, the high priest

entered the Holy compartment of the tabernacle three times.

This compartment was two thirds of the i4ner area and housed

three artifacts: the table of shewbread, the incense burner and the

menorah. The curtain separating the Holy compartment from the

Holy of Holies was one third blood red (sacrifice) and two thirds

(royal) purple. The Holy of Holies compartment was shaped like

a cube and was the other third of the tabernacle which housed

the Ark of the Covenant. lt in turn housed three artifacts: the

stone tablets with the Ten Commandments, the manna which sus-

tained the Hebrews for forty years in the Sinai desert and Aaron's

(Moses's brother) rod. The Holy of Holies compartment was a

cube and the NewJerusalem of Revelation chapter 2l is a cube of
.12,000 stadia" (1400 miles) to a side (Rev. 2l:16). lt has three
gates on each side (Rev. 2l:13) and three foundation gemstones

on each side (Rev. 2l:19,20). And so on and on with biblical

threes. My best guess at the appearance of this New Jerusalem
structure appears in the computer screen on the cover of Crop

Circles Deciphered.

Since man was created on the sixth day (Genesis l:26), six nu-

merically symbolizes man and imperfection. The spiritual oppo-

nents, God and the devil, have been struggling for possession of
the heart of man since Adam (Genesis 3:4). Thus the Star of
David is six-sided. This is not to say that only the Jews are imper-

fect, but "for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God" (Romans 3:23). We are all Jews in the sense that we are all

descendants of eight (symbolizing new beginnings) people: Noah,

his wife, their three sons and their wives. We truly are all broth-

ers and sisters. We are all part of a Sum.

Just as life's experiences are generally two thirds good and one

third bad, the heavenly angels are two thirds good and one third

bad (Revelation l2:4). The devil is outnumbered two to one and

he can only destroy, not create. He and his angels are the one

third of the spiritual force that operates in darknesi. Christ was

crucified when he was 33 years old. Biblical numerics help explain

why the English Bible has 66 books because 66 was the final num-

ber biblical critics could not deny by any exaggeration as being

Divinely lnspired. Sixty-six is the number of books in the Bible of



the dominant religion of the country (England) host to most croP

circles, at least the most spectacular ones. Although the devil in

us might tempt us to leap to an "exclusive" religious conclusion,

we must not assume that God aPProves of only one church.

Judgement will be based on the contents of your heart, not the

race, colour of your skin or which church or religion you happen

to support. Those who know Christ and have peace and love in

their heart will qualify for Paradise (seventh dimension, Iight?) and

those who do not, will not. And that's all there is to it. We miSht

expect an elaborate crop circle pictogram in ltaly to have 72 cir-

cles for the 72 books of the Catholic Bible' one in lsrael to have

24 circles for the 24 books of the Jewish Bible or 5 for the 5

books of the Torah (the law). To repeat, we are all brothers and

sisters and we are all part of a Sum.

The two thirds good and one third bad numerical metaPhor is a

creation theme found in many places throughout the Bible. For

example, Adam and Eve had three offspring mentioned by name,in

the Bible: Abel, Cain and Seth. Two, (Adam and Seth), were good

and one, (Cain), was bad. Three prisoners were crucified at Cav-

alry. Two (Christ and the rePentant thief) were good and one (the

unrepentant thief) was bad. Noah had two good sons (Shem and

Japeth) and one bad son (Ham). The Bible mentions three archan-

gels by name: Michael, Gabriel and Lucifer. Two were good and

the last was bad (pg. 37 CCD). And so on.

When the first angel of Revelation sounded his trumpet, "a third

of the earth was burned uP, a third of trees were burned

up" (Rev. 8:7). "...A third of the sea turned into blood, a third of

the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were

destroyed." (Rev. 8:8,9) (when the second angel sounded his

trumpet). Trumpets that were used primarily as war signaling de-

vices were made from ram's horns and were called shofars (pages

30-33 CCD). 'Trumpets" in Revelation refers to their sound, i.e.

"quavering or reverberation" (4535, Strong's), not what material

they \ilere made from. Some trumpets in the Bible were made

from silver (Numbers l0: I - 10, l3) but the trumPets in Revelation

are almost certainly shofars.

"The third angel sounded his trumpet, and a great star, blazing like

a torch, fell from the sky on a third of the rivers and on the

springs of water, the name of the star is Wormwood. A third of

the waters turned bitter, and many people died from the waters

that had become bitter." (Rev. 8:l0, ll). Chernobyl in the

Ukrainian language means "Wormwood" or poisonous hemlock

(= death and worms) and comes from the Greek "apsinthos" for

"bitterness, (fig.) a calamity" (#894 Strong's).

"The fourth angel sounded his trumpet, and a third of the sun was

struck, a third of the moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third

of them turned dark. A third of the day was without light, and

also a third of the night." (Rev. 8: I2). (From war, meteor- vol-

cano smoke-ash air Pollutants?)

When the fifth angel sounded his trumpet, a "star" (Satan) fell into

the "abyss" (Area 5l?) and out of the smoke came "locusts" that

"looked like horses prepared for battle. On their heads they

wore something like crowns of gold, and their hces resembled

human faces. Their hair was like women's hair, and their teeth

were like lion's teeth. They had breastplates like breastplates of

iron, and the sound of their wings was like the thundering of

many horses and chariots rushing into battlel' (Rev. 9:7-9)

(helicopter sights and sounds?)

When the sixth angel sounded his trumpet, the four angels of the

Euphrates river (Babylon) were "released to kill a third of man-

kind" (Rev. 9:15). The "locusts" or "helicopters" of Revelation

9: l 8 caused "A third of mankind was killed by the three plagues of

fire, smoke and sulphur that came out of their mouths. The

power of the horses was in their mouths and in their tails; for

their tails were like snakes, having heads with which they inflict

iniury." Helicopter gunships?

This world's God (devil) of dollars, disbeliel dissension, deception,

destruction and death (6,666 and 6+5=l l) has started his one

Iast desperate spiritual battle in a war initiated by him with the

God of one God or monotheism (l),the Good and bad Duality of

the Freedom of Choice (2), Deity in Life, Light and Love (3), Na-

ture, Creation (4), Grace, Giving (5), Spiritual Perfection (7)' New

Beginnings (8), Judgement (9), and Forgiveness (77). The second

beast of Rev. I3 (no coincidence, I suspect) looked like a lamb

but spoke like a dragon and his number is 666 (Rev. 13:18) be-

cause he is the counterfeit or substitute Christ who wants man

to worship him as God (Matthew 4:l-ll;Mark l:12, l3; Luke 4:l-

I 3). This number is a reflection of the spirit of man trying to du-

'plicate the trinity; i.e. mankind wants to become God. ln other

wgrds, the dragon tries to inspire man to worship himself (the

spirit of the dragon in man) (666) as man (6) worships God, the

Son of God and the Spirit of God (66). Another 666 expression

in Revelation is found in the three sets of seven symbolic judge-

ments: seals, trumpets and bowls (vials). ln each case Satan is ex-

posed in the sixth seal (Rev. 6: I 2), the sixth trumpet (Rev. 9: I 3)

and the sixth bowl (Rev. I 6: I 2). Three, Three, Three versus six

six, six.

DRAGONS

Dragons are a good example of cross-cultural parallels because

they are a big part of nearly all ancient cultures and many not so

ancient as wetl. Many European Christian churches constructed in

the Middle Ages still have dragon gargoyles. Other Middle Age

churches had their dragon gargoyles removed or replaced, evi-

dently because of second thoughts by their clergy. Eastern cul-

tures (especially the Chinese and the Japanese) are known for

their dragon celebrations. Eastern dragon celebrations can vener-

ate good or bad whereas western dragon interpretations are all

bad, very bad. The year 2000 is the Chinese year of the dragon.

Marco Polo raised eyebrows in Europe late in the thirteenth cen-

tury with Chinese dragon stories. The Greek "father" of history'

Herodotus, wrote about dragons in the fifth century BC. The

third century English St. George slew a dragon while mounted on

a white horse. St. Patrick banished witches, snakes, devils and

dragons from lreland I600 years ago. Laird of Larristone

(Roxburgshire, England) slew "the Worm of Worming-

ton" (dragon) in the twelfth century. Other cultural leaders who

appear as dragon slayers are Buddha (lndia), Thor (Norse), Horus

(Egypt), and the Greek Zeus, Phoebus (male person of Apollo),

Oedipus and Bellerephon. ln Christian theology the archangel Mi-

chael goes to war with the dragon (Rev. l2:7). An angel



(probably Michael) throws the dragon into the abyss (Area 5l l)

for a 1000 years (seventh day) (Rev. 20:2). The Druid temples

such as Stonehenge had monolithic avenues, some as long as

seven miles, leading to and from the temples. These were known

as either the dragon's head or the dragon's tail.

On the other side of the world the Aztec lndians of the middle

Americas worshipped Quetzalcoatl, an airborne dragon (winged

serpent) who founded the world, brought writing and agriculture

to Mexico but turned into an angel of death and was cast into the

sea in 999 CE. Who or what cast him into the sea is not men-

tioned, but Quetzalcoatl promised to return. (fhis sounds like

yet another religion started by a UFO abduction experience, as

do some Christian sects founded in North America) The Aztecs

mistakenly thought a few fair-haired Spaniards invading in the six-

teenth century were the returning Quetzalcoatl and more or less

gave up their empire to "God". The returning "dragon" robbed,

raped, enslaved and murdered the Aztecs by the hundreds of

thousands. This is how the natives of the Americas were intro-

duced to Jesus Christ. Dragon indeed.

As Ed and Kris Sherwood's article pointed out in lhe Grculor is-

sue 29, the "dragon" could well be responsible for many of the ET

cereal crop pictograms. Perhaps as many as one third are of the

dragon if the ET pictograms are all angelic creations. However, I

would be more inclined to believe that the three-fingered hand on

page 3l has more to do with the "hand of God" or "keys" than

dragon digits because the number three is the numerical signature

of God whereas the dragon's number is 666 and he can only de-

stroy, not create. He especially could not create anything as beau-

tiful and fascinating as many of the cereal crop pictograms. John
Pascal supports the three-fingered hand of God interpretation of
this formation on page 5 of issue 22 of The Cereologist. Also, the

Japanese culture is the only one having dragons with three toes,

all the others have five. Even the modern-day Komodo dragon of

a small island off the coast of Malaysia has five toes.

Further, the "dragon" always operates in secrecy and is very un-

likely to expose himself. He knows the Bible well but he denies

Christ and the last thing he would do is cause anything to draw

attention to Christ, especially Messianic notices. Crop circle pic-

tograms convey a different message to nearly every viewer. ln any

case, it's the spiritual message that matters more than the me-

dium or who made it (Ephesians 6: l2).

But perhaps the preponderance of sixes in the 1997 formations

indicates that the dragon is being Forced to come to light in or-

der to go war with the archangel Michael fiev. l2:7) andlor

Christ and His angels (Rev. 20: 2,3). Since one third of the

v/eather is bad, perhaps the arms on some 1997 formations are

not keys but weather yanes as the Sherwood's suggest.

Satan does all his work through man. Circle researchers can take

comfort in that the dragon can only destroy what Yahweh Allows

him to destroy (Job l:12). Yahweh always creates better things

out of the ashes of destruction than whatever the dragon was Al-

lowed to destroy to begin with. Even if crop circles were all man

made; they would be eitherYahweh or "dragon" inspired.

In the Old Testament "dragon" appears six times (symbol of im-

per{ection) as the Hebrew "tanniyn" for "marine monster" or

"leviathan" (#3877 Strong's Concordance). lt also appears as

"tan" for "land serpent" or snake (#3865), but in both cases, they

are translated by KJV and NIV as "dragon" for six times in total.

ln the New Testament dragons play a big part in Revelation and

the word "dragon" appears only in Revelation and there it is used

I3 times (symbol of end time national withdrawal of faith in God).

"Dragon" is derived from the Greek "drakon'i meaning "fascinating

fabulous serpent". In her book "Glimpses Of Other Realities",

1993, Linda Moulton Howe devotes the last (fourth) chapter to
"Other Beings". Several drawings of these beings were made by

abductees. Many of these beings were the "greys", some were

"Nordic", some looked like insects, one looked like the Sasquatch

and many looked reptilian. The reptilians, some of the taller (7 ft)

Nordics and mdny others had vertical pupils. Vertical pupils are a

biological adaptation of cats and reptiles to accomplish nigh,1,vi-

sion by being able to gather the faintest light. Many snakes can

find their way in total darkness by "tasting" the air. Thus Satan

typically works at night. He is known as the "father of lies", the

"deceiver" and the "destroyer". In Revelation, the chief angel of
"abyss" has a "name in Hebrew is Abaddon, in Greek, Apol-

lyon" (Rev.9: l l ). Both mean "destroyer" or "locust".

The only animals here on earth that have vertical pupils are the

cats and the reptiles. These animals work best in darkness be-

cause they have little body odour. Thus cats spend a great deal of
time cleaning their fur. They accomplish their biological success

through silence, secrecy and deception, not through speed or
strength. (Big cats having speed and strength like the lions and

the cheetahs are the exception. They use both dapime and night-

time hunting even though they retained the vertical pupils) Thus

we have the words "cataclysm", "catacomb", "catastrophe", "cat-o-

nine-tails", "catatonic", "caterpillar", i.e., unpleasant bug, etc. having

a "bad" connotation. One humanoid in plate 30, page 274,

"Glimpses..." is a drawing of a fierce looking being who "...was at

least seven feet tall, had a large nose (Hebrew-Arabic?) and verti-

cal pupils. He was in charge of everything, over everybody else".

The Hebrew "nachash" meaning "snake" comes from its sound or
hiss, i.e. to "whisper a (magic) spell", not from it's appearance. lt
is translated in the Bible as "serpent" (# 5 1 75 Strongs). The eye

portion of the Uffington hill figure (fig. ll) is its most dispropor-

tionate part, and has caused much debate in interpretation. But

no matter if the hill figure was intended to be that of a dragon or
a cat, it would have had vertical pupils. This would explain the

odd shaped eye in the hill figure. The "serpent" that deceived Eve

in Genesis 3:1,2,4, 13, and l4 also most likely had vertical pupils,

which, along with a hissing sound, could explain the biblical ex-

pression of a humanoid as a "serpent". Hmmm. Very interesting.

And some say there is no Devil. Hmm.

The word "devil" appears sxty times in the New Testament and is

derived from the Greek "diabolos" or "Satan the accuser". The

number ten is the number of the Antichrist's world power of ten

kingdoms symbolized by the ten toes of the image in Nebuchad-

nezzar's dream (Daniel 2:4 I ), the ten horns of the fourth beast in

Daniel's vision in Dan. 7:7,20, 24 and John's vision of the ten-



horned dragon in Rev. l2:3; l3:l; l7: 3,7,12. Six (man) times ten

(worldly power) equals sixty (the dragon's spirit of accusation has

control of the world through inspiration to man). John identifies

the devil, Satan and the dragon as one with "He seized the dragon,

that ancient serpent, who is the devil or Satan" (Rev. 20:2). This

is supported by Psalms 74:13,14 and lsaiah 5l:9;27:1. Good wins,

bad loses. The Achilles heel of the dragon is that he must come

to light, i.e. expose himself, in ordei to go to war with the good

(Rev. I 3: I -3). Do crop circles tell us one way or another that the

dragon is frantically rushing about causing as much spiritual chaos

as he can (e.g. jealously, ego trips, dissension, lying. hoaxing, circle

faking) because he knows his time is short? (Rev. I 2: I 0- | 2).

I997 ODDSAND ENDS

The 1997 season had fewer but more magnificent formations, the

best example being the Milk Hill Star of David (figs. 1,9). Evi-

dently, the Circlemaker(s) also have a sense of humour because

Surrey had two formations that looked very much like the star

ship Enterprise of TV's Star Trek. There was somewhat of a re-

turn to "keys" in some formations, and several others had pat-

terns invoking threes or sixes that resembled turbine or threshing

machine impellers._ Turbines convert Stored energy into work.

The "Star of Bethlehem" of l 3 July at Bourton had a beautiful five-

pointed star inside a wide ring (fig. 20). Biblically the number five

symbolizes trace or favour from God. (The Pentagon in Washing-

ton D.C. is the home of today's greatest power. When a nation

gives frvor to the Jews, God replies with favor, Gen. l2:3) The

"Computer chip" of Etchilhampton had 780 small rectangles in a
I56 foot circle. Complexity increased in other countries as well.

Oregon USA had a "lighthouse light", Germany had two "mazes"

or "labyrinths" and Holland had l5 circles in a double cross.

The same field that had the "String of (9) pearls" on August 14

1996 had 28 circles (moon cycle) in a "Necklace" at Liddington

Castle, lst August 1997 (fig. l2). Necklaces were worn not only

1996 Necklace 1997 Necklace

Fig 12

by women but also by men of high station (Song of Solomon l: l0;
4:9; Ezekiel l6: I I; Genesis 4l:.41,42; Daniel 5:7, 16, 17,29). Neck-

laces were used as ornaments on temple p$ars (2 Chronicles

3:15-17) and overcomers in the church at Philadelphia will be-

come pillars in the temple of God (Rev. 3:12). Moon shaped or-
naments were hung on camels by the Midianites fludges 8:21 ,26)
A moon-necklace-pillar-burden connection may be a bit of a

stretch, but the city of Jerusalem has been surrounded and has

fallen to siege 28 times in history (=6,up6en), the last time being

the Six DayWar in June I967.

A figurative spiritual interpretation for these two necklace picto-

grams fits better than a literal physical one. "Haughtihess has

served as a necklace (burden) to them (wealthy powers that

be)" (Psalms 73:3,6; KJV). Since Yahweh often expresses Himself

in threes for emphasis-signature, we might expect a third necklace

in this same field in the future. lf so, then we can take the neck-

lace message to be the same kind of "lukewarm" spiritual compla-

cency warnings to the prosperous church of Laodicea found in

the "ear" formation of 1996 (pgs. 37-38 CCD). "lf anyone hears

my voice"...."He who has an

ear let him hear what the spirit

says to the churches" (Rev.

3:20,22).

STASHTHE CASH

Of considerable interest to me

as a biologist is the "Ant" for-
mation of East Meon 16 June

1997 (ftg. l3). We now have

three "insectograms": 1997's

"Ant", the "Bee" of Wroughton

7 )uly 1994 and the "Spider's

web" of I lth August 1994 at Avebury. Bees, ants and spiders are

considered to be the most "highly evolved" species of their re-

spective families. The eight-legged spiders are not in the same

family as the six-legged ants and bees, but they share a common

key to success: they all store food. Bees store food in the form of
pollen and honey. Some ant species store food in a wide variety

of ways including leaf cutters that even "farm" fungi. It is not men-

tioned in the Old Testament of Saul's pursuit of David in I Samuel

2{:3, but some Jewish traditions venerate spiders because it is be.

lieved a sudden miraculous appearance of a spider's web over che

cave's entrance fooled Saul's men to look elsewhere for David.

Spiders do not kill their prey but iniect a paralytic agent into the

victim's body and then wrap it in a silk cocoon. This prevents d+'

hydration and stores it for future use. Thus the paralyzed captive

can remain alive for a month or more and still provide a fresh

tasty meal when bug buffet times are tough. A store of value is

the same yesterday, today and tomorrow. This changeless param+.

ter is one of the chief spiritual attributes of Yahweh

(Hebrews l3:8; John 8:58; Rev. l:4). A perfect store of
value is changeless, timeless and eternal. Einstein's theory

of relativity determined that everything in the universe is

relative except the speed of light, and at the speed of light

all time stops. Even time is relative. ln other words, the

only thing in all of creation that is perfectly changeless is

the speed of light. This collaborates with the statement

that "God is light" of I John I :5 in that only Yahweh is per-

fectly changeless, timeless and eternal (if God is light in the literal

sense). At the speed of light (seventh dimension?) all things in the

past, present and future must appear as some sort of changeless

single picture (2 Peter 3:8).

The creature of my imagination on the cover of Crop Arcles Deci.

phered has the head of a bee, the tail of a squirrel and a man's

body in a Star of David uniform. Bees store honey, squirrels store

nuts and man compulsively stores everything (pg. l0 CCD). Salt-

ing, spicing, pottery, drying, canning and freezing are all methods of
storing food. Memory, songs, writing, books, libraries and comput-

ers all store information, that is, stories, history, his story His

Story (the Bible). Photography and videos store a moment of
time. Bank store money and money will not function unless it is



a store of value over time (sovot). Besides being a medium of ex-

change, money is simply saved (stored) time' No income from ill-

ness is offset by a stash of cash in the mattress (or bank if you

trust them).

Money is two thirds good news in that it is a useful tool and one

third bad news in that we have made a god of a tool without

knowing it. The storing behavior feeds on itself' The more you

get the more you want (excess storing behavior - "greed" = war)'

This god of materialism (storing) has made slaves of us all again

and now this god is ruling us with an iron scePter, e'g', the world

debt-banking fiasco and the transfer of wealth from the have-nots

to the have-it-alls, both within and between individuals and na-

tions. And all this is achieved on the sly through the devil's device

called debt with comPound interest. Perhaps Homo sapiens's

new name should be Bozo stashius or B.s. olei or simply Bs! Of

the I 2 apostles, it was the banker of the group,Judas lscariot, who

betrayed Christ, most likely because of greed. The only thing that

provoked Christ's anger enough for Him to act physically was

when He whipped the ;noneychangers (bankers) and overturned

their tables" "My house (Abraham's threshing site-Temple) will be

called a house of prayer, but you are making it a den of rob-

bers" (Matt. 2l:12, 13, See alsoJohn 2:13-16 and Mark ll:15-17)'

lnequity is a maior biblical theme. The wo'rd "inequity" aPPears

273 times and "inequities" appears 55 times for a total of 328

mentions. Perhaps storing is the solution to Paul's "the mystery of

inequity doth okeady work" (2 Thess. 2:7) at Christ's Second Ad-

vent.

A MYSTERIOUS GODAND HIS NEW NAME

An interesting observation can be made of the word "Nazarene"

in the KJV. The Old Testament always referred to a person of

Nazareth as a "Nazarite", never as a "Nazarene". The apostles and

even Jesus referred to Himself as "Jesus of Nazareth", never as

"Jesus the Nazarene". Acts 24:5 properly identifies "Nazarenes" as

persons of a religious sect, not Persons of Nazareth' Singular

"Nazarene" appears only once in the KJV New Estament 
at Matt'

2:23 where Christ fulfils Old Testament prophesies as "he will be

called a Nazarene", i.e. a person of the Nazarene sect' Strong's

Concordance (#3480) translates (KJV) Nazarene" at Matthew

2:23 as a person of Nazareth but Holger Kersten Points out this

error in his book Jesus Lived tn lndio "ln the Greek-German Dic-

tionary of the Writings of the New Testament and Other Early

Christian Literature (1963)' Nazarene cannot be derived from

Nazareth by any etymological process. The word Nazarene de-

rives from the Aramaic root 'nazur' which means something like

to 'pick out', to discern, to observe, and to put to one side, to

preserve. A Nazarene was therefore an observer and preserver

of sacred rites" The father of the twelve tribes of lsrael, Jacob

("supplanter"), was given the new nome "lsrael" (Genesis 32:28),

which means "God contends", "God strives" or "God preserves"'

Preserving is storing. (NlV confuses the issue by mistranslating

the two passages at Mark 14.67 and 16:6 as Jesus the Nazarene'

not Jesus of Nazareth. KJV does it correctly) The Bible is God's

Preserved, i.e., Stored Word. The Stored Word became flesh in

Christ. "ln the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with

God, and the Word became God" (ohn l: l). Christ at Matthew

6:20 and Luke l2:33 instructs followers not to store up (trust)

treasures on earth, but store uP treasures in heaven' ln other

words, the tree to (eternal) life is to love (trust) God, not earthly

treasures. Perhaps the tree of knowledge of good and bad is

trusting God (good), not materialism (bad). The tree of life and

the tree of knowledge of good and bad would be one as a Gifc of

Salvation in awareness of the storing behavior.

New names appear often in the Bible (pg. 46 CCD)' Jerusalem

and the Mount Zion threshing site will be given a new nome

(lsaiah 62: 2). Abram (father of exaltation) became Abraham

(futher of a multitude). Those who overcome in the church at

Philadelphia will be given a new name by He who holds the key of

David (Rev. 3:7, l2). The chief promise of the Bible is that God

will restore to us the tree of (eternal) life and the tree of knowl-

edge of good and bad (Rev. 22:2). (Are the two trees one with

knowledge about storing?). Also, brotherly love, equity and iustice

Fig 14 Squirrel
are to be restored in Para-

dise. A main theme of the

Bible is that God will

"restore everythinS" (Acts

3:21 ). Christ is best

known as savior or re-

deemer. Saving is storing.

Redeeming is restoring. lf

He is restoring all these

good things (present) and

even better things are in

store for us (futurQ (= the

spirit of longing or "hope"), then it must have been stored

(created) to begin with (past). Yahweh is pasc present, future. ln

other words, the Creator has to be a timeless Storer. Again, a

perfect store of value is changeless, timeless and eternal. This ex-

plains man's age-old spiritual fascination with silver and especially

gold because of all the metals available to the ancients in the Mid-

dle East, gold was the most changeless' timeless and eternal. Per-

haps this storing concept is not a play on words. Perhaps storing

is also the elusive "missing" link. Like man, chimpanzees use tools

and language, are occasionally bipedal, have bifocal vision, an op-

posing thumb and have a complex social structure with a division

of labor. Chimps even make war, but they do not store. The va-

garies of fire, flood, famine, rot, and bugs are marginalized with

stored seeds, dried fish, fruit and meat. Does the "missing" link lie

in behavior (spirit), not anatomy? Has it been too obvious and it

was we who "missed" it? "l will destroy the wisdom of the wise,

the intelligence of the intelligent I will frustrate"..."For the fool-

ishness of God is wiser than man's wisdom".'."God chose the

foolish things of this world to shame the wise (l Cor. l:19,25'27'
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for three "gotcha"s).

Perhaps the spider, bee and ant pictograms allude to this mysteri-

ous new name thrice mentioned in Revelation (Rev. 2:17; 3:12;

19:12). This new name has to be important for it to be men-

tioned three times in Revelation for emphasis-signature. Appar-

ently this New Name unites God and man because it is the only

Gift common to more than one church, Pergamum (third church

= God) and Philadelphia (sixth church = man). Perhaps this mys-

terious new name has something to do with the three insecto-

grams and storing. Writing of any kind seems unlikely because the

pictograms so far have been cross-cultural. lf this storing idea is

correcq perhaps in the future we will see a squirrel(s) (three?) in

pictogram (fig. 16) Perhaps this new name (SOVOT?) reflects the

"mystery of God" being "accomplished" (NlV) or "finished" (KJV)

in Revelation. "But in the days when the seyenth ongel is obout to
sound his trumpet" the mystery of God will be occom-

plished... " (Rev. l0:7).

I997 HITS AND MISSES

ln the chapter entitled "Numbers, Symbols ond New Nomes", I

stated "The best guess at the future pictograms should lie in the

messages to the seven churches" (pS. a5) and "We thus may see

candlesticks, menorahs, doors, stones, thrones or pillars in picto-

gram, but books, trees, keys, scrolls, crowns and stars seem to
dominate the message of Revelation" (pg.a7 CCD).

I gave more space to the tree of life (one full page) and the Star of
David (two half pages) than to any of the other symbols (Rosette

added the star figure). Lo and behold, the I 997 season was domi-

nated by tr,*o Trees of life and three fractal Stars of David. lf-the
Kabbala formation was man made, someone may have taken one

of my 1996 best guesses and thence constructed the Kabbala tree
of life formation in early 1997. Or this "lucky guess", if you must,

can still be claimed as a double big hit, idea copy, lucky guess or
otherwise. Even if both tree of life pictograms were man made,

there can be no doubt about the three I 997 fractal Stars of David

being of ET origin. For that matten even if all of the several thou-
sands of formations in England since 1970 were all man made, we
have the true Circlemaker(s) signature with just these three 1997

fractal stars alone. Two were in front of white horses and there
are two white horses in the mysterious book of Revelation. lf
nothing else, it can be argued that the crop circle pictograms have

at least taken some of the mystery out of the book of Revelation.

The number 3l appeared, as expected (pS. a9 CCD), but it came

in the form of 6 trees of life, not a crown. Nevertheless, 3l is still

a big hit. The shohr of 1996 drew attention to the Psalms be-

cause the ram's horn appears there three*imes. The 150 Psalms

collated with the 150 (l5l=the ram's eye=Holy Spirit) circles and

the formation was in the shape of a ram's horn and the ram's eye.

One of my tuesses tor 1997 was that a future formation would
draw attention to the 3l Proverbs because the 1996 ram's horn

flulia fractal) drew attention to the 150 Psalms. "Thirty-one" ap-

peared in 1997 in a big way with "Snowflake".

The expected 144 appeared, but as straight lines in the Milk Hill

Star of David and not as circles or grapeshot, so this guess was a

half hit at best. More than a whole page (49) of CCD was used in

discussing the importance of the number 7. lt appeared, as ex-

pected, in a big way with the 7 Stars of David (in one) at Silbury

Hill, so this can be claimed as another double big hit with the Star

of David-7 combination. There are "...the seven spirits of
God" (Revelation 4:5; 5:6). Number 72 appeared, but only as

large circles along with 32 smaller circles around the Milk Hill Star

of David, so this guess was a weak hit, if at all. Number 24 didn't

appean nor did books, crowns or scrolls. There was something of
a return to "keys" in 1997, as expected, but neither "tree-keys'

nor "star-keys" have appeared (at least not yet).

A miss in 1996 was expecting a "39" in the form of an "asteroid'
formation. lnstead of an asteroid, we got "39" in the shape of an

ear. I had fuiled to recognize the importance of the ear metaphor

in Revelation. The word "ear" appears eight times in Revelation

(Rev. 2:7, 11,17,29;3:6, 13,22: l3:9). Biblicallythe number eighr

is associated with rebirth or renewal, i.e. new beginnings (with

Christ). The church at Laodicea is the only church where the

word "hear" is used twice (Rev. 3:20, 22). Although I spent three
pages linking Jesus and Jeremiah to the number l3 and the l3 in-

ner circles of the 66'Asteroid" circles of 1995's "Missing planet'

formation and a "promises fulfilled in spite of rebellion" message

(pg. l9 CCD), this was only half the stor-r-ry. The symbolic signifi-

cance of the number l3 is better explained as spiritual compla-

cency and national periods of withdrawal of faith in God. I failed

to expect I3 in the 1997 formations and we got l3 Stars of David

irl the Milk Hill formation, so the full significance of the number I 3

was a miss. There were l3 Stars of David in the signature forma-

tion of the year at Milk Hill. The national withdrawal of faith in
God message of the number l3 is very much alive and well in our
generation. lt is no coincidence that the word "dragon" appears

in the New Testament only in Revelation and there it appears 13

times. The dragon's influence in our spiritual complacency and

withdrawal of faith in God (13) is a big part of the Second Advent

of Jesus Christ (also l3) in Revelation.

It was also something of an error to assume that iust because a

number has been used once it won't be used again. I spent three
pages (pgs. 34-37 CCD) discussing the significance of the number

three but only faintly expected it in 1997 (pS. a8). Three oc-

curred in a big way with the Hackpen Hill Star of David. As well, I

didn't notice that each of the last three years has had three simi-

lar major pictograms in the same year. 1997 had three Stars of
David. There were three "asteroid belt" pictograms in 1995 (four.

but only if you include the 99 "lost sheep" as an "Asteroid beh'.

pgs. 1 2, l 3) and three "Fractals" in 1 996 (four, but only if you in-

clude "DNA" as a "fractal", pgs. 28,29 CCD). Perhaps 1997 was

the end of maior Messianic messages since three of everything has

happened three times already. lf we do get more major Messianic

messages in the future, (and I so suspect), we can expect three ro
be part of, or as, three similar major formations.

lf Ed and Kris Sherwood are right about a dragon interpretation

for some pictograms, then I can chalk up another miss. Dragom

are a big part of Revelation and I falled to recognize it. While rie
iury may still be out on weather vanes and three toed dragons. I

congratulate the Sherwood's for their link of the 1994 Jupiter-
comet's collisions with the Oliver's Castle double crescent fornur
tion two days before. Unless we or ET have mastered time travd



({ifth dimension, first heaven ?), only God can know the future' As

well, only a supernatural Spirit could know of Kris's ring and then

manifest it next day in a crop circle pictogram. Likewise, only a

supernatural Spirit could convert someone's thoughts into a circle

pictogram the next day as Andy Thomas rePorts in his book, al-

though he might not have had to wait four years by praying to a

different God. ln the same vein, considerable comfort came to

someone who often feels like a wail ih the wilderness with Mi-

chael Green's CCCS report of Richard Andrews'Jesus Christ ex-

perience in a crop circle formation.

The sum of my 1997 hits and misses was around 66% good and

33% bad (or at least not haPPened yet). I therefore stand by my

thesis that the Agency responsible for most crop circle picto-

grams and all of the maior formations in the last few years is the

same Spirit that lnspired the Bible. The connection between crop

circle pictograms and biblical symbolism, especially the book of

Revelation, is rather obvious, at least to me. Surely nothing could

be a clearer signature of the Circlemaker(s) than the three fractal

Stars of David, two of them in front of the trr'vo white horses (of

Revelation). Pharisees and Philistines beware! I repeat the June

I997 conclusio n of Crop Ardes Deciphered: the "Signs" of Acs 2: l9

are here.

Fear not, for all this is good news. God is Light (BoL's ?l)' God is

Life. God is Love. God is... Perhaps real soon "Here come da Ju-

u-u-dge"!! And no more war. Megacheers.

JULY 1998 GUESSES. WHAT'S NEXTI THE RIDER ON A

WHITE HORSE IS GIVENATHRONE?

White horses have gained imPortance with the Circlemaker(s)'

At the Second Advent and on the second white horse of Revela-

tion, Meshiak will be on a white horse:

"l saw heaven stonding open ond there before"me wos o white horse,

whose rider is cotled Foithful ond True- Wrth justice he iudges ond

mokes wor. His eyes are like blazing fire, and on his heod ore many

crwrns. He has o nome wr'ftten on hkn thot no one kna,vs but he him-

self He is dressed in o robe dpped in blood, ond his nome is the word

of God. Ihe ormies of heoven were follwing him, riding on white

horses ond dressed in fine linen, white ond cleon. Out of his mouth

comes o sharp sword with which to strike dwn the nations. He will

rule them with an iron scepter" (Revelation l9: I l- l5).

We thus could see royalty symbols of scepters, swords, new

names (squirrel?) or many crowns (most likely 5,p9. 47 CCD) in

the vicinity of Wiltshire's white horses or Glastonbury's thorn

tree. At or near the toP of the list of expectancies would be the

sword. "For I did not come t, bring peace, but a

sword" (Matthew l0:34). At His Second Coming, Christ will have

"a sharp sword" (God'sWord) to chastise the nations (Rev. l9: l5)'

Bible study of late has persuaded me that iust as I had underesti-

mated ears and dragons in the past, I may have also have underes-

timated the importance of thrones because "throne" or "thrones"

appear in l4 ofthe 22 chapters in Revelation. "Throne" aPPears

39 times and "thrones" aPPears once for a total of 40 mentions'

Forty and lt's biblical use is associated with periods of probation,

trial and chastisement (not iudgement) (pg. 266, Bullinger)' lf we

get a throne pictogram in the future, we can read part ofthe mes-

sage as chastisement to worldly Powers, especially to the Laodi-

cian church (Rev. 3:21).

Many theologians today see church history as seven eras and the

wealthy "lukewarm" church at Laodicea most like the church of

our day, i.e., the last church before Christ's Second Advent'

Laodicea was a city on an ancient circular mail route and was lo-

cated at the crossroads of several trade routes and became

wealthy by its money changing (banking) and manufacturing indus-

tries. (Likewise banking and manufacturing industries dominate

our culture) Although Laodicea was in the middle of the fertile

Lycus river valley of southwestern Turkey, it employed aqueducts

to transport it's fresh drinking water and hot spring bathing water

from mountains on opposite sides of the valley' By the time ei-

ther of these piped waters reached the city in the center of the

valley, they were lukewarm in temperature. This "lukewarm"

church is warned about the delusionary comfort of wealth and is

invited to share a throne by He who stands at the door (of your

heart, i.e. God is Love) and knock (Rev. 3:20, 2l). The entire

fourth chapter of Revelation deals with the throne in heaven' Of

the eight chapters that do not mention throne(s), all eight use

other symbols of royalty such as swords, scePters, crowns, kings,

kingdoms or kingdom of God. On one hand we may have already

got a "throne" with the Hill Barn "Handicapped" formation (fig' l6)

of 14 August 1993 and on the other hand any of the symbols al-

P,,1g,16=IIa-1!f f 
app*d

ready Given may get more glorious and

wondrous.

As mentioned at the beSinning of this

stor-r-ry, thrones play a big part in west-

ern cultures. All the Hebrew lrish,

Scottish and now English monarchs

have been crowned on Jacob's head-

stone-throne. Healing-throne (Christ)

seems to be an important Part of the

Circlemaker(s) statement. The Hill

Barn throne appeared in a nearby field

shortly after an irate farmer erased the

original (pg. l0 CCD). Although we

have had three Stars of David in 1997 for emphasis-signature, only

two of them were in front of white horses. This most likely cor-

responds to the two white horses of Revelation, but perhaps the

future will have a glorious throne or other royalty symbols such

as swords (kingly power), scePters or crowns of Revelation in

front of the third white horse. "Jerusalem will become a

throne..." fler. 3:I7).

The 1997 Star of David at Milk Hill most likely corresponds to

the first white horse of Revelation symbolizing discord and disbe-

liel national attitudes requiring a saviour (13, Christ). The 1997

Star of David at Hackpen Hill symbolizes Yahweh's total power (3

and 30). The longer the world refuses to recognize the Agency,

the more definitive the signs will become. We might see a third

"necklace" warning pictogram in the same field as the first two at

Liddington Castle. Perhaps we will get a squirrel pictogram indi-

cating a clue to the new name. lf need be, I believe this Force is

supernatural enough to create pictograms of resurrected wheat

in a field already harvested. Only a God by any definition could
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do that but I suspect that even if it did happen this world would

still be full of doubters (13). Perhaps we will get symbols for each

of the seven churches of Revelation in front of the seven chalk
horses ofWiltshire, perhaps all at once! Circle fakers beware!

G-G-G-Giddy-up!

29'h JANUARY I 999 COMMENTS

HITSAND MISSES

The I998 formations in England once again have provided us with
more awe inspiring wonder. Among the notables were a 400 ft.
"stingray", three large 200 to 300 ft "Larvae" and two 300 ft.
"Snowflakes". The 1998 season was signed off with another Star

of David formation and a "royalty" endorsement was made with
the 400 ft. "Queen" formation. We also received a (promptly
erased) lslamic moon crescent-Hebrew Star of David combina-

tion, several large "turbines", more "thought bubbles", several

"flower petals", two beautiful "brooches", four "pentacles", two
"key" formations and an intriguing "comet-meteor
hanger" (although some question the authenticity of the latter
formation).

Spiritual "warhre" intensi{ied in that there were more BoL re-
ports (good) and T6am Satan was busier than ever (bad). ln spite
of several unfulfilled guesses that I made this mid-summer; I am

still quite comfortable with Messianic interpretations in general

because once again I had big hits in that the true Circldmaker(s)

seal is made clear in only two maior signature formations near

the end of the season.

FISHING

It is not muih of a "maybe", but a God is Love message can be in-

terpreted from the "Heartbeat" formation of 8 August near Ports-
mouth, Hampshire (fig. l7). God, Love (3) times Grace, Giving (5)

equals l5 lines (Iotal Love). God pours out His Total Love and

Grace from the heart. The third message is the loudest. God is

light, Iife, love.

Fig 17
One of my "maybe" interpretations
of the moment includes the
"Colliding comet" of June l5 near

Avebury (fig.18). This pictogram

brought up fond memories of the

1995 "Missing planet" formation
which provided the decipher key to
the crop circle enigma. The 66

"asteroids" of the "Missing planet"

formation corresponded to book of the Bible and the l3 inner
tufts emphasized the messages of Jergniah and Christ (pgs. I3-21

ccD).
The good news of this year's

"Colliding comet" formation
is that, unless the planet ro-
tates into the path of the

comet, it looks like this par-

ticular comet-asteroid (?) is

not going to hit the planet

(earth?) as occurred in the

Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet-

Fig 19

Jupiter collisions in I 994. The bad news is that this formation re-

minds me of another message of Revelation where, unless man

wakes up, the last (twenty first, three times seven) Judgement of
man is from the seventh bowl. "From the sly huge hailstones of
about a hundred pounds each fell upon men" (Rev. I6:21). Ouch.
Comets have ice portions that would soon vaporize on entry tc
the earth's atmosphere. Thus these "hailstones" of Revelation eri-
dently are ice balls of earth origin ("hail", #5464, Strong's), not a

rain of rock (meteors and/or comets), but devastating none the
less. Men "cursed God" because "...the plague was so teri-
ble" (Revelation l6:2 l).

Another interpretative "maybe" is a fuzt1 pictogram (fig. l9) near

the Cherhill white horse hill figure at Calne, Wiltshire, just be-

cause, if nothing else, it was near a white horse. lt had a fish enr-

blem along with several circles and "half' of a scroll next to a tur-
bine impeller. lt would have fun to get a better picture of this for-
mation but unfortunately it suffered enough wind damage to

make interpretation is dit
ficult.

The half "scrolls" might

have been door-post
scrolls or a mezuzah (frg

4). Christians suffered

such enormous persectF

tion in the first few hull.
dred years of the Conr'
mon Era that they had to
hide their belieft. \A/her

ever Christians met a new person of uncertain attitudes, thq
would "nonchalantly" scratch a fish symbol in the earth as a secred

symbol of recognition to identify one another as trusted believen
The fish logo became the early symbol of Christianity because it
symbolized the two fishermen Peter and Andrew who were the
first disciples called by Christ. "Follow me...and I will make 1ou
fishers of men" (Matthew 4: l9; also Mark l: l7).

FIVE

The l99T "Pentateuch-Pentagon-world-power-favor" message of
the five-pointed stars is emphatically endorsed in 1998 with four
more beautiful "pentacles" (fig. 20). The first three formatiom
had either l0 "petals" or l0 triangle points. The fourth, last or
signature pentacle of 1998 had the l0 star poinrc and a pentagon

as part of the pictogram. The pentagon appeared once before as

the centerpiece of the 1 993 "Bythorn flower petal" formation.

The "flowers" also have l0 (symbol of end-time world power)
petals. Russia and China also adorn their flags and military har&
ware with five-pointed stars, but neither has a Pentagon. Russia

Persecutes the Jewr
causing, I believe, their

system to collapse

(firstl) (Gen. 123).

There has been debate

about Bythorn's
authenticity, but no

matter what physically

made the pictograrn

Fig 20
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the lnspired (inspired) message of 1993's Bythorn and this year's

fourth pentacle seems to be that the Pentagon is the center of

end-time world political power (10) (Dan. 2:41;7:7,20,24;Rev.

l2:3; l3: l; 17:3,7,12). And so it is. Hmm.

All of today's political troubles have religious animosities at their

core. The lslamic jihad or the endless "holy" war against lsrael

and the United States in the Middle East is fueled Partly because

lsrael wouldn't last very long without massive aid from the United

States. The inverted five-pointed star sometimes is used as a Sa-

tanic symbol, the two upper star points being the (antagonistic)

"goat" horns of the secretive spirit of destruction (llluminati?).

The "star of life" becomes the star of death. The spirit of accusa-

tion or Team Satan is alive and well in all of man's endeavors. Just

as Christianity and Judaism have many sects, so too does lslam

have many sects. ln the same manner that most of the main-

stream press reports only the activities of circle fakers, the six

o'clock news reports only of disgraced Christian preachers or

only those lslamic groups endorsing terrorism. Most lslamic sects

are advocates of peace, but the only Muslims we ever hear about

here in the West is the few extreme (but very influential domesti-

cally) sects of lslam who believe the world power center at the

Pentagon in Washington, DC is the home of the "great Satan". lt
may be coincidence, but the word "devil" appears 60 times in the

Bible, five of those in Revelation. The word "serpent" appears

four times in Revelation and "serpents" appears once for a total

of five mentions. While devil and serpent are general or generic

words, the word "Satan" is specific to a named individual. "Satan"

apPears 8 (= new beginnings) times in Revelation. After Satan

looses the battle in the heavens, his "new beginning", as it were, is

when he is cast into the "abyss" (Area 5 l ?) for a thousand years

(Rev.20:2).

ELEVEN

The "Beltane Wheel" of 4 May at Longbarrow (LB) near Silbury

Hill was the first large formation of 1998 (fig. 2l). l've always

lumped these formations under "turbines" and Stored energy

probably because I generate some of my own hydro-electricity

with a water turbine. However; Rodney Michael Carrr-Smith

points out that the 33 Yod symbol portions of this formation (the

turbine blades) is also the first letter of the Hebrew name for
God: YHWH, Yahweh or Jehovah. The Hebrew "Yisrael" becomes

Fig 21
"lsrael" and
"Yeshua" (esus),

which means

"Salvation", was

crucified when

he was around

33 years old,

possibly 32 I12.

One third or
33% of creation

is turned bad by

our (Satan in-

spired) bad

choices, etc, etc.

The number 33

is a multiple of

Big22

??{ tt

3xl l. The number I l's biblical use symbolizes "disorder, dis-

organization, imperfection and disintegration" (page 25 l, Bullin-

ger). lt may be coincidence, but we get a spectacular Leonid me-

teor shower every 32 l/2 or 33 years, the most recent occur-

rence is at the time of this writing. Thirty-three would then seem

to symbolize something along the line of God-spiritual chaos, cer-

tainly the devil that besieges our generation.

SIX STINGS

No matter if the components of the Longbarrow Beltane Wheel

pictogram are Yods, turbines or tragedies, this pictogram had an

interesting addition six weeks later of a 200ft "Dragon's larvae"

on June l4 (LB). Although technically there is no such thing as

larval reproduction in dragons as we understand them, this picto-

tram was the second of three large similar 1998 formations (fig.

22). Although interpretation is debatable, there must be some

sort of emphasis lntended in the three large "dragon larvae" or
"scorpion" formations because, after a few years absence (since

1993), this type of formation has returned with a glorious venge-

ance. The first Lockeridge (LR) larvae this year was 200ft long

and appeared 25'h May. A second similar 300' pattern appeared

nearby on lfth July, after the l4th June 200ft "Scorpion" addition

to the BeltaneWheel.

A fourth formation at Beckhampton near Avebury 2lst July was

nicknamed "Stingray" and was 400 Oft long (see fig.22). There is

little guessing needed to interpret "Stingray", but the first three

1 998 "larvae" interpretations cannot help but be a bit sublective

because of stylization. Some researchers have interpreted these

formations as "scorpions", but technically scorpions do not repro-

duce by larvae either. They are viviparous, i.e., the young are

miniatures of the adult form and are born via birth canals, as

mammals are. Locusts do not reproduce with a larval stage ei-

ther, but miniature adults hatch from eggs. They are segmented in

the adult form, having gone through {ive (NB 5) skin molts to at-

tain their full size. Both 1 993 "scorpions" and two of the three
1998 "scorpions" had no legs, Ieaving the probability that these

formations are figurative scorpions or figurative locusts, not literal

physical ones.

Continued on Poge 26>>>
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))) continued from page 23

The 1994 "Bee" and the l997 "Ant'(see fig. la)' both had well-

proportioned legs leaving little problem in literal physical inter-

pretations in these instances. The Circlemaker(s) apparently

wanted to be literal-physical in the 1994 "insect-o-grams" of fig-

ure 14. The 1993 season was host to two formations that could

be nothing other than figurative scorpions because they are with-

out legs while the rest of the pictogram shouts "scorpion"' lt

would seem that the Circlemaker(s) are trying to be emphatic but

more figurative than literal or physical as "larvae" or "scorpions"

in this year's and the 1993 formations.

A death-warning message might be as good an interpretation as

any because scorpions, worms and larvae are all segmented and

all are associated with death. A "scorpion" interpretation fits as

good as any because the 25 May Lockeridge formation had legs'

even if somewhat stylized, and even if scorpions have eight legs'

not six. The Longbarrow "Scorpion larvae" had no legs' but it had

a curved tail and a stinger as do real life scorpions- The second

Lockeridge "larvae" formation of l0 July had no legs either: but

the tail had four "stingers", perhaps symbolizing a Sreat deal of

pain, if not death. 'Technically speaking, although scorpions can

cause death in infants, small children and those with weak hearts'

a scorpion sting is usually associated with an electric shock-

burning sensation type of intense pain, not death' The "agony'' of

Revelation 9:5 is similar to (but not of) a scorpion sting' Thus my

emphatic but {igurative sting interPretation for the five large simi-

lar "scorpion" formations.

There can be little doubt that "sting" is likely to be the messagg pf

the "stingray" formation. The figurative "sting of a scorpion" mes-

sage for the four I 998 and the two I 993 pictograms together is

as good a guess as any. They were all relatively close together this

yeac so there seems to be some sort of emphatic figurative mes-

sage for these six "sting" formations.

lf we search the book of Revelation for figurative scorpion stings'

we find they occur three times at Rev. 9:3,9:5 and 9:10' Literal

scorpions are not mentioned, but rather the figurative "power of'

and the "agony like" the "sting' of a scorpion are experienced

when the 5th (NB 5) angel sounds his trumPet in Revelation 9'

These iniuries come from many "locusts" that very much physi-

cally resemble and sound like the noise of modern-day helicop-

ters. The chief angel of the "abyss" in Rev. 9: I I is a "locust" (oel

l:4;2:4). A "sting" weaPon might be referring to chemical or bio-

logical warhre devices located "in their tails".

TEN. ZAP

Another explanation for the "sting" of the "locusts" in Revelation

9 could be that some sort of a new weaPon is developed where a

HAARP-hum-induced pain center in the brain is activated by the

"beast" in Revelation 1 3. Those who do not have the "mark on

his right hand or on his forehead" (a comPuter chip under the

skinl) would experience a prolonged severe pain for five months

(Rev.9:5, l0). Five months might collate with the source of the in-

lury (Pentagon?) as well as the duration. Coincidentally (?) the

HAARP complex in Alaska is 5000 ft sqriare' This is not to say

that the powers that be in the Pentagon are the Devil in disgtp

but only that the spirit of Team Satan will be doing is best for rb
short time he has left to gain spiritual control of us all, esPeridir

those in power (Eph. 6: I 2). God Srants Power to those natis=

who favor Israel (Gen. l2:3). How they use this Power (2x5=l0

is often another matter' Favor (5) + man (6) = destruction (l i t

Alien implant stories may be reporting the initial experiments in r
new spy technology. We already use chip imPlants to keep trrt
of pets and livestock. Those in fear of being kidnapped today re
being implanted with computer chip tracking devices' Prison p
rolees are likely next, soon to be followed by welfare recipiems

who would be zapped when near liquor outlets' Jail overcroYr+

ing is being eased today by non-violent convicts having to ner
ankle/bracelet monitoring devices at home. Mandatory (ZAP er
forced) universal chip imPlants might not be that far away' ZAP

Hmm.

The god of this world could control any battlefield anpvhere ar7

time or even the whole world at once with no need of guns at {
To control all of mankind, livestock pets or any living thing ie

would need only control of the HAARP hums, perhaps a helioe'

ter(s) and several billion cheap tiny comPuter chips (or bcr

thereof). No comPuter chip "on his right hand or on his fure

head" would mean no "scorpion" suPer sting pain relief' No irq'

plant would also mean no iob, gas or Sroceries eithe!- (Rsl

'13:16, l7). lt might also be a very bad idea in the future for al+-

oqe to apProach military installations, government buildings' *eri-

ums, churches or any areas of assembly. ZAP! Hmmm'

The frequency of the electromagnetic pulse of this device rtornr

probably be 6 or incorporate 6,i.e. 666, cycles per second' Tl*
'intensity of this pain is likely to be eleven times Sreater than G:r

of household electricity, which pulses at 60 cycles Per s€co+{'

Could it be that the sixth dimension (black holes, antimatler' hen

exists at 6 or 666 cycles per second? Do we somehow exist I
444 cycles per second and does Eden-Paradise somehow e:d$ I
777 cycles per second? Or do all ofthese frequencies iust repre'

sent different levels of the same hell (sixth dimension?) becaur

they all are multiples of I I I (l I = discord, destruction[ A'ra
world order" Police state could be set up and activated in as Enrc

time as 33 days. Everyone would have to get the chip imphat

ASAP ($666 US paid in full up front by the "applicant") or "l*
soon suffer pain similar to (but eleven times stronger thani a

scorpion sting whose HAARP-hum "agony'' lasts five months Z-

A-A-A-A-A-A-P!!! Hum. Hmmm.

The above scorpion sting interPretation may be a lot of silly par*

noid speculation, but I use the ZAP metaPhor to illustrate drr'

likewise, Christ's Second Coming is quite sudden' all powerful a'u

totally unexPected. This "surprise" is given six times (symboliang

man,ignper{ection and the devil) in the New Testament as "dricfl

metaphors (Luke l2:39; I Thess.5:2,4; 2 Peter 3;10 and twice n

Revelation). Three of the six occasions are direct quotes t
Christ Himself (Luke and Revelation). "But understand this: if nc

owner of the house had known at what hour the thief was c<vtt'

ing, he would not have let his house be broken into' You musr:n

ready, because the Son of Man will come at an hour when you u
not expect him (Luke 12; 39,40). Christ warns the churd' z



Sardis in Revelation "But if you do not wake up (hear the shofar),

I will come like a thiei and you will not know at what time I will
come to you" (Rev.3:3). When the sixth bowl of God's judgement

is poured out (and Satan is exposed as the last event before the
battle of Armageddon), Christ warns again "Behold, I come like a

thief' (Rev. I6: l5). But it won't take five months for Christ will
€ome as quickly as "lightning" (light?) (Matt. 24:27; LukelT:24).

ZAP! Hmmm.

NINE
Ed and Kris Sherwood write in issue 32 of The Grculor about the

frequent subtle appearances of the number 9 in crop circle picto-
grams. lt may be coincidence, but both "locusts" and all three
"scorpions" (for a total of five) of Revelation appear in Chapter 9.

The "locusts" come forth by way of the" smoke of the
abyss" (Area 5 I l, {note the 5 in 5 I }) (Rev. 9:2). The "abyss" (NlV)
or the "bottomless pit" (KJV) appears five times in Revelation 9

and "abyss" appears 9 times in total in Revelation.

"Lightning" and "lightnings" each appear 4 times in Revelation.

Biblically the number 4 symbolizes nature, creation. Four plus

four equals eight ("lightings" = new beginnings with the Messiah).

"God is light" (l john l:5) and therefore God is light in some

form or anothen perhaps even totally. According to Einstein, all

time stops at the speed of light (seventh dimension, Eden, King-

dom of God?). Yahweh must see the past, present and future as

some sort of single picture. "l make known the end from the be-

ginning" (lsaiah 46:10). "l am the Alpha and the Omega says the
Lord God, who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Al-
mighty" (Rev. l:8). The Alpha-Omega statement repeats at Revela-

tion 2l:6 and 22:.13 for a total of three mentions of the Alpha-

Omega metaphor of the timelessness of Christ in Revelation. Yah-

weh "has entrusted all ludgement to the Son" (ohn 5:22). Jesus

Christ (the Alpha and the Omega) will ludge the world. Three
(Alpha-Omegas) times three (God) equals nine, i.e. 3x3=9, or To-

tal Final Judgement. Hmmm.

Biblically the number 9 symbolizes the final judgement of man. "lt
is the last of the digits, and thus marks the end; and is significant

of the conclusion of a matter. lt is akin to the number six, six be-

ing the sum of its factors (3x3=9,3+3=6), and thus is significant of
the end of mankind, and the summation of all man's work. Nine
is, therefore. ..

THE NUMBER OF FINALITY ORJUDGEMENT

Judgement is committed unto jesus as "the Son of Man" (ohn
v.27; Acts xvii, 3l). lt marks the completeness, the end and lssue

of all things as to man - the judgement of man and all his works".
"The (gematria) sum of the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet is

4995 (5x999). lt is stamped, therefore, with the numbers of gfaee

and finality" (5 and 9). "The (gematria) sum of the Greek alphabet

is 3999". (Bullingeri page 235, no capitals or emphasis added

within italics.)

Gematria is an almost forgotten Greek philosophy of the spiritual

relationships between numbers and the letters, words and

phrases in the Bible. lt is one of the proofs that the Bible is Di-

vinely Inspired because consistent repeated relationships could

not happen by random chance or anything by man unless he had

Divine lnspiration. The overall patterns and summations would

not have been discernable by the 44 or so individual Bible writers
scattered over I 6 centuries (see page 27 CCD).

Bullinger has been criticized by many theologians for errors in de-

tails of some of his extrapolations. Even I have discovered many

errors, but the overall insight is recognized by most researchers.

Bullinger gives a lengthy explanation in the first 47 pages (part
one) of his book. For example, the number 3 is associated with
God and the number 7 is related to spiritual per{ection. Whereas

the number l3 is related to man's rebellion and the need for a

(lnspired) savior or judge (mostly) in the pas! the number 9 is as-

sociated (mostly) with the future final Judgement of man, e.g.,

Quetzalcoatl was Judged in 999 CE.

A probable interpretation of the "Colliding comet" formation (see

fig. l 7) could be a repeat "Here come da Ju-u-udge" message be-

cause there are 9 (=Judgement) circleirings/ellipses in total in this

formation. Also, the 1994 comet that hit Jupiter was named

(lnspired?) Shoemaker-Levy 9. The number 9 appeared in a big

way in the 1996 "Necklace-burden" formation (see fig. l2). The

tree of (eternal) life is mentioned 9 times in the Bible, three times

in Revelation. "Stars" (angels) appear 9 times in Revelation. There

does seem to be an extraordinary subtle and spiritual connection

between the number 9 in crop circle formations and the number

9 in the Bible, especially the Book of Revelation.

But Finality? Judgement? Sudden? 1999? Gulp! (Why me Lordl)

ZOUNDS

Sounds appear to play a larger part in the crop circle phenome-

non than I originally believed. Colin Andrews, Fred Silva, ilyes and

others have reported on several occasions that sound or figura-

tive "trumpets" and/or audible "trills" are often part of circle crea-

tion and interpretations thereof. These trilling noises seem to be

a friendlier version of the hum of high voltage electrical lines and

draw attention to electrical frequencies. ln biblical symbolism, the
"dragon", "devil" and the "serpent" (Satan) (Rev. l 2:9) is recognized

by his sound, i.e. a "hiss", not his appearance (vertical pupils =
"snake" or "serpent"?). Hmmm.

The "trumpets" of Revelation are recognized by their sound, i.e. a

"quavering" or "reverberation", not their physical appearance

(ram's horn or shofar). The 1998 "Heartbeat" formation (see

fig. I 9) seems to draw attention to sound and love feelings. Heart-
beats are not seen, but they are felt or heard. The all-time best

pictogram is (arguably) the 1996 triple'Julia"-shofar which draws

attention to three warning sounds in a big way. "Trumpeters" ap-

pears once, "trumpets" appear twice and "trumpet" appears 4
times for a total of 7 (spiritual perfection) mentions oft
"quavers" (sound. not sight) in Revelation.

One of my all-time favorite movies is Stephen Spielberg's classic

Aose Encounters of the Third Kind. Part of my hscination with this
movie was that mankind was first contacted by aliens who used

sound beeps as a wake up call. The U.S. army then tried to com-
municate with the aliens with colored lights flashing to musical
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quavers. Hmmm.

Communicatlon in biblical times was principally by ear. Christ of-

ten used the ear-hear metaphor (Matt. 10:27; I I:15;

I 3:9, 15, 16,43; Mark 4:9,73: 7:16; 8: I8; Luke 8:8; 9:44; l4:35).

Three of the major pictograms in the three years I 995, I 996 and

I 997 drew attention to the sounds of war trumpets heard by the
ear. War trumpet sounds of the Stored "Word of God" (i.e.

Christ, Rev. 19: 13) is heard by "He who has an ear, let him hear

what the Spirit says to the (all 7) churches" (Rev.2:7, 11,17,29;

3:6,13,22, pages 38, 39 CCD). This ear-hear salvation metaphor is

repeated in Revelation l3:9 when the world is faced with the
"beast" displaying "authority" (13=spititual complacency,

9=Judgement; 3xl3=39 OT books, 3x9=27 NT books). Hmmm.

We now have at least three signs of the Second Coming in Reve-

lation that are recognized by their sound, not their sight. The

"pop, pop, pop" sound of "helicopters"(?) "was like the thundering

of many horses and chariots rushing into battle" (Rev. 9:9). The

"serpent" called the devil, and Satan" (Rev. I 2:9) is recognized by

the sound of its "hiss". The seven "trumpets" (shofurs) are recog-

nized by their "quavering" sounds (# 4536 Strong's). 'Angels"

meaning "messenger" are heard in the Bible as much as they are

seen. God hears our prayers (Psalms 65:2; 66:19). At Christ's

Second Coming it would appear that even the blind are given at

Ieast three warning ZAP signs in the form of sound (zounds, hums

and hymns). Hmmm.

SEVENAND KING DAVID

The 1998 season utilized three "fours" (= l2). There were four
"pentacles", four "stings" and four malor pictograms. The first of
the majors were two large seven-petalled "snowflakes" (fig. 23) in

Fig 23

the same manner as two of 1997's Star of David formations. Both

the 1 997 Star of David formations and the 1 998 "snowflakes" had

numerous small circles around their perimeters, possibly symbol-

izing iewels associated with royalty. The message in both of this

year's "star-snowflakes" can only be drawing attention to last

year's Star of David formations in conjunction with the number

seven and its biblical use, especially the 54 mentions it gs I'
Revelation. Man and the dragon (6) are Judged (9) by the Sp*u
(7), i.e., 6x9=54 sevens (=Total complete Judgement by the Spirur

Christ is that Spirit because He is the only one to ever ach:rG

spiritual perfection (7)). AIso there are "the seven spirits cf
God" (Rev. 4:5;5:6).

Critics of Yahweh crop circle lnspiration can claim "millenria
madness", "coincidence", "maybe" or "religious fanaticism" to all cr
the above July 1998 "perhaps" interprerations. But we have th
true Circlemaker(s)' signature with just the last two major pic+
grams: the "Queen" royalty endorsement formation and anodrer
sign-off Star of David pictogram.

The first of these was the 250 ft. "Queen" formation of 6d
August near Avebury (fig. 2a). I was expecting specific royalq,

Fig24

Fig 25
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Peter Sorensen suspected "a god-like overview of everything"

and credited "AJJ' in his article "Another Weird Coincidence..."
on the Crop Circle Connector lnternet website for pointing out
that this year's Star of David formation is a subtraction of trian-
gles from the Mitsubishi car logo, as opposed to last year's trian-
gle additions in the Star of David "fractal" formations. The
"making fools of Team Satan" interpretation prompted Sorensen

Fig26

to comment that the
Circlemaker(s) appear

to have a sense of hu-

mor. I couldn't agree

more about the Circle-

maker(s) having a

sense of humor if last

year's two Star Trek

starship Enterprise for-
mations (fig.26) are any

indication.

"Beam me up Scotty,

there's no intelligent
life form here."

Humour might not be the only purpose of this year's Star of
David formation. lt could also draw attentlon to heavenly forces
of inspiration (lnspirationl) that created this Japanese logo from
antiquity in the first place. A coat of arms logo probably was Sa-

tan-inspired originally, but Yahweh has turned Satan's destructive
manifestations into something better than the original creation.
This "God is all powerful" theme appears often in the Bible and

encompasses the whole of the oldest writings in the Bible, the
Book of Job. Circle fukers beware of (eternal) Laughter!

The feeble antics of the circle hkers must give the Circlemaker
(s) more than a smile. Team Satan's best efforts at circle making

are certainly laughable, e.g. the 26 July '98 F,tilk Hill efforr God
laughs at the futile presumptions of earthly rulers (Psalms 2:4).

Laughter in the Bible can be used either to show delight or
mockery. "lsaac" derives from the Hebrew "Yitschaq" meaning
"laughter" (#3327 Strong's). Abraham was lnspired to give this
name to his son with his wife Sarah after both he and Sarah

laughed at the news that infertile Sarah would finally give birth to
a long-awaited son. Sarah was 90 years and Abraham was 100

years old at the time (Gen. l7:l7,li; l8: l2). Yahweh had the last
laugh, as it were, with the birth of lsaac. Sarah later admitted
that the joke was on her (Gen. 2l:6).

.t
God later used lsaac to test Abraham's faith on Mount Zion.
God replaced sacrificial lsaac with a ram (Gen. 22:13). This be-

san the Hebrew tradition of harvest feasts and the ram's horn or
shofar. lsaac would father Jacob who in turn would father the
twelve tribes of lsrael and thus bless all nations via Abraham, as

Promised. Christ became the new NT sacrificial Lamb. This an-

cient sacred threshing site continues to be the most disputed
piece of real estate in all of the world and in all of history. This
holy hilltop of antiquity stirs a great deal of passion in the hearts
of men from many faiths. Peace efforts in the region are cer-
tainly laughable. It seems only Meshiak can put an end to all the
religious confusion, intolerance and fighting. The most forgotten

teaching of Jesus Christ is that we are to love and forgive those
who do not agree with us, even unto death. Thus Christ is the
Prince of Peace. This was the message given in a big way in

1996's "DNA" formation, ("77", pgs. 28,29, CCD).

The Circlemaker(s) must get at least a chuckle, if not a real

sides-splitte6 in watching all the bumbling bozos (especially yours

truly) pulling their hair trying to unravel the greatest mystery in

the last 2000 years: the crop circle enigma. My unfulfilled mid-
summer 1998 "perhaps" guesses (or at least not happened yet)
include: no third necklace at Liddington castle; the three per year
similar major pictogram pattern seems to be interrupted, if not
curtailed; no major patterns at Glastonbury; no specific royalty
symbols such as thrones and no new names: squirrel? SOVOT?

Bozo stashitus olei? Or simply Bs for short?.

But the Yahweh Inspired Circlemaker(s) thesis is still well within
the Messianic ballpark thanks mainly to the "Queen" royalty en-

dorsement. When Christ is about to set up the Kingdom of God
in His Second Advent, He is mounted on a "white horse", He will
rule with "an iron scepter", He has "many crowns", a "sharp
sword" and He has the words "King of Kings and Lord of Lords"
written "On His robe and on His thigh" (Rev. l9: I 2- I 6). These

seven symbols are all biblical symbols of Kingly power, i.e., King
David. Royalry indeed.

The second 1998 seal of the true Circlemaker(s) is a sign-o.[
third Star of David signature formation in front of a (second)

white horse (of Revelation) at Hackpen Hill. Just as it happened

with last year's "strange attractor" Star of David, this year's Star

of David formation is also Matched with Christ signing-off Reve-

Iation with "l am the Root aBd the Oftspring of David, the bright
Morning Star" (Rev. 22:16). A Last Laugh Signature indeed for
the last two years in a row (2+ l=3). One year to go?

1999 (AND BEYOND?) - NEEDLESAND ptNS

There seems to be an interruption in the three per year similar
maior pattern lust as 1993 was an interruption in the escalating

complexity paftern. About the only thing I am comfortable in

guessing as a sure bet in the future is ifthe three per year major
Messianic messages restart, the major pictograms will be Revela-

tion royality symbols. They not only are likely to be three per
year in numbei they are likely to get more and more elaborate
(to make fools of the circle fakers at least). There could be a

spectacular formation (throne?) in the vicinity of one of Wilt-
shire's white horses or perhaps an elaborate throne (or other
royalty symbols of Revelation) in the vicinity of Glastonbury's
thorn tree. My best guess for the future is still sword(s), throne
(s) or Star(s) of David at Glastonbury.

So what? SOVOT? Bs? Circle researchers can take comfort in
that no mafter how much trouble circle fakers go to in their de-
ceptions and no matter how some might take this monologue as

a challenge, the true Spirit Circlemaker(s) will make them all

Iook as flcols ( I Cor. l: | 9,25,27;2: I 3- l6;3: l9; Pro. l9:3). I con-
gratulate those farmers who charge admission to the pictograms

in their fields and turn the proceeds over to charity. They can be
sure that whatever time and produce is lost to the pictograms,
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hoaxers or sightseers, Yahweh will compensate by increasing the
yield in the rest of the field by "A good measure, pressed down,

shaken together and running over" (Luke 6:38).

Circle fakers and their supportive .press should consider that if
this Messianic notice interpretation proves correct, destruction of
property or activities intended to deceive the world, or activities

designed to ridicule, distort or destroy the truth in any way would

be playing with fire. "The awesome respect of the Lord is the be-

ginning of knowledge" (Pro. l:7, my translation of the Hebrew

"yirah"). Unless the three years I 995 through I 997 having three

similar patterns each signifies the end of major Messianic mes-

sages (and I doubt that), future seasons will likely see three major

formations utilizing biblical symbols of royalty. The Creative Force

or Hebrew Elohim ("us") of Genesis l:26 wants us to recognize

Them (Spiritual Light, Life and Love) by choice, not force. We the

church at Laodicea are invited to forsake the Philistine god of
mammon (wealth, increase, i.e. storing: ants, bees, spiders, squir-

rels, and bank) and share Christ's Throne (Rev. 3:21). God is

Love. As the world continues in denial (13), and as the time for
Meshiak's arrival shortens, the pictograms will get more glorious,

complex and Messianic, although it is hard to imagine anything

more Messianic than Stars of David in front of Wiltshire's white
horses. (Of course, I thought the same thing of 1995's "asteroids"

or "DNA" and 1996's "windmill" or "ear". Another missli

God and His Stored Word, the Bible, is Truth. On one hand the

Spirit Circlemaker(s) will continue to astonish everyone with the

Messianic royalty symbolism of Revelation, but on the other hand

Jesus Christ could stand at the door and knock (Rev. 3:20).and

we would all deny Him (including yours truly) (Eph. 6:12). He

could turn water into wine on our doorstep or walk acioss the
pond in the park and all but a few would still be in denial. All of
Christ's disciples deserted on the night of His arrest and these

were men who had lived with, traveled with and marveled at Him

for three years and knew Him on a personal intimate level. As

Christ had prophesied, Peter would deny Him three times when

the cock crowed (Matt. 26:3 l -35; Mark 14l.27-31; Luke 22: 52-62;

John 18: l6-27). Not satisfied with sight, doubting Thomas had to
touch the crucifixion scars as well as see them before he said "My

Lord and my God" (ohn 20: 28). After Christ's transfiguration to
heaven or "beam me up Scotty"-Travis Walton experience in the
'lwas taken up to heaven" of Matt. l 6:1 9 and Luke 24: 5 1, all the
disciples had change of heart enough to suffer martyrdom (with

the possible exception ofJohn) for bearing vyitness to the resur-

rection. flohn may not have suffered martyrdom but he was at

least imprisoned on the Greek island of Patmos in 96 CE when he

wrote Revelation [Rev. l:9]).

Grace, Giving (5) x worldly power (10) = 50; the Grace and Gift
of Christ will totally rule the world. Fifty days after the resurrec-

tion on Pentecost (final spring [= new beginnings] wheat harvest

festival), Peter founded the Christian church in Jerusalem by quot-
ing the Old Testament prophet Joel:
In the last days, God says, I will pour out my spirit on all people."

"l will pour out my spirit in those days"... "l will show wonders in

the heavens above (eclipses, comets, meteor showers, UFO's m
BoLs?) and signs on the Earth below" (Acts 2:17-19).

What if...? What if...? Are crop circles the "signs" warning u
"Here come da J-u-u-u-dge?" lf so, no more war. Megacheen

Wiltshire and Glastonbury are nearby to Cornwall's tin mines at
the path of a total solar eclipse at exactly I l: I lam on I ld Augr
1999 (l l=destruction, 9=Judgement, 8=new beginnings). ls beil
neady, but not aL just another warning message or is it the bet,

ginning date of Daniel"s last seven years (Dan. 9:24-27)? ls Xd
Bs or the real thing? Watch (Ezekiel 33:l-20). The 1999 picw
grams could be more astonishing than ever and I await future 6or-

mations with Jeremiah's fire and needles and pins.

G-G-G-Giddy up!

Cheers. All the best in the Quest and moy the Force be witl
you. Neil Olsen.
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fhere hos been much medio coveroge recently of the now opprecioted

risk of o reol-life scenorio, brought to us lost yeor with the movies Deep

lmpact ond Armageddon . Here, loin Ho[l looks at the cosmic gom-

ble. ..

"Now, should I go for the red ball - or that pretty little
blue one,just three out from the Sun?"

ln astronomical terms, the thought that we might be pulverised by

a comet or wayward asteroid seems to have got Hollywood

money moguls slobbering at the scent of our hard earned cash

like ravenous bloodhounds at a prisoner's heels. But, wait a min-

ute, iust what are the chances of the doom mongers being right

about Armageddori? ls divine retribution heading our way from

the deepest reaches of infinite space. Or,

maybe, some sneaky little chunk of rock

the size of Everest is heading our way

from up sun, hiding its light in the greater

glory of that stellar orb. The harbinger of

light, life - and seemingly the stalking horse

of death and destruction too, the like of
which none of us can have any compre-

hension of.

ln intei-stellar terms, we make a very, very

small target indeed. Therefore we may all

breathe a sigh of relief at the thought that

the chance cr alry rock actually colliding

with an object the size of the earth is so

minuscule that you don't have enough ze-

roes to indicate its probability in mathe-

matical terms. Suffice to say that it would

be a zillion to one against us being hit.

A quick look at the Moon through bin- oculars will perhaps

suggest that there is a flaw here somewherd. Those odds did not

do the Selenites a lot of good did they? Mars, Venus and Mercury

all seem to display a vast and disconcerting variety of large and

small craters and we all know what happened to poor old Jupiter
.when Shoemaker-Levy t happened by don't we! The further out

we go, and the close-up views of almost all of our cosmic neigh-

bours all seem to have one familiar characteristic: Craters!

So, someone is doing a snow-job here somewhere. Why are

there no craters on Earth or relatively few at least? ls Earth's

guardian angel one helluva shot with her five iron? Does our at-

mosphere protect us so well that it burns up or deflects the of-

fending missile back out into space as we have always been told?

. ,a..._ *tu..::a
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No! 'Fraid not. You may think the crater in Arizona is a biggy, h.n

there are just a few bigger ones, in fact they are often so big that

we don't see them. ln fact there are probably just as many as

there are on the Moon, but something has been pulling the wool

over our eyes for years. The weather! Our atmosphere is filled

with an acidic soup that eats away, in conjunction with its allies-

the heat of the sun, the ice of the night and the power of winri

and water, at the very fabric of our planet.

Erosion has disguised the effects of the stellar storm that proba-

bly blasted and pockmarked this poor planet into a maelstrom of

fused rock and heaving lava. A travail that not only wiped om

whatever primitive life forms existed at the time, but provided the

soup and the seed for yet another foray into the lottery of life.

Over the last 5000 million years or so.

this poor battered rock has probabty

been cracked, wracked and riven by a deL

uge of interstellar garbage left over frorn

some cosmic catastrophe. or some cosmrc

event that was aborted in the making. ln

terms of the time we have been arounci

and reasonably compos mentis enough to
write down the odd things that come our

vray, it is but the batting of an eyelash to
the Cosmos. So your chances of getting

hit in the 20th Century are so small as to
be almost invisible.

Mind you...there was that TUnguska thing

and one or two filmed events of objects

cruising through our atmosphere.....

NASA has recorded many hundreds of
"hits" by interstellar debris...And the

American Government does keep a rec-

badroraphenomenon;:1:J);;:*::,r"ffi IJ,::?JI;;ilX
it all meanl Are we vulnerable or what? Why are there these in-

consistencies that suggest we might as well toss a penny to calcu-

late our chances as go to the scientific community who seem po-

Iarised between the "Yes, we will" and "No, we won't" get hit by a

chunk of fast moving real estate the size of Wyoming. I don't

know about you, but I could begin to get more nervous when

they tell me it won't happen, than if they told me how it couldl

We accept now that "Space" is not iust an empty vacuum, a void

waiting to be crossed by some enterprising rocketeer. ln fact lat-

est calculations suggest that as much as 90% of our Universe nray

well be in free fall between any planetary systems.



There you go againl You only ger one chance in ten of having a

sun to live near. You only get one chance in ten of having a sun of
the right type to engender life as we know it, and then you only
get one chance in ten of being on the right planet in order to
have an atmosphere like ours. Winning the lottery is as easy as

frlling offa horse by comparison.

Let's not get side-tracked into the theory that we couldn't possi-

bly exist and get back to the universe's current scheme to put

that conundrum right. Why is it that planets get hit so often?

Simple - Gravity! The Earth-Moon's gravitational attraction vac-

uums up tons of interstellar waste every day. lnconsequential, and

mostly micrometeoroids, they have no possible chance of pene-

trating the envelope of our atmosphere. Travelling at thousands

of miles an hour they are consumed by the friction-generated

heat of their passage through the increasingly dense layers of gas

that surround Earth.

But Comet Shoemaker-Levy and Hale-Bopp are no lightweightsl
No, nor are the various rocks and cometary debris that is cur-
rently cruisirrg our particular sector of space. There are a couple
that are currently bugging astronomers, one coming from up-sun,

and a lot of asteroids that regularly patrol

our bit of space or intersect our particu-

Iar orbit.

These asteroids, perhaps debris from a

planet that may well have existed between

Mars and Jupiter, until some comet did the
dlrty on it, perhaps debris from an ill-
formed proto-planetary objeet, cruise

through space in an orbit, along the plane

of the ecliptic; and this is the cruncher; if
you'll momentarily excuse the pun. They
move hr hster than we do, hence their
position, and they keep on bumping into
one another. ln interstellar terms, proba-

bly VERY frequently. This coming together
generates a great deal of fragmentation and flying apart as heavier

obiects, say the size of America, jostle something the size of lce-

land to one side with barely a noticeable tremor. Meanwhile, our
Icelandic-sized chunk is reeling off at a fine rate of knots, which if
it happens to be retrograde, could be bad news. This suggests it
will start to fall into the inner regions of our system and even if it
were accelerated, may well send it into an eccentri&rbit that \/ill
eventually coincide with another asteroid, or even a planet. Per-
haps one just like ours! Sometimes you just can't win.

Recently a battleship-sized chunk of rock passed us by. Scientists

reckoned that it missed us by about 400,000 miles. ln I989, an

asteroid that measured a kilometre across missed us by a similar
amount. But when you consider the fact that ic passed through a

bit of space that we had been occupying only six hours before, it
brings home to you just how precarious our hold on this mud-
ball is. Last December you may remember that a rock fell on

Greenland. Seems to me these events DO happen far more often
than we have realised. ls it too late to shut our eyes and hope for

the best?

Whyi

It's all to do with the laws of motion (damn that Newtonl). Most
of the debris is generated in the ecliptic plane, therefore it follows
that their orbits will either be along the plane, or coincide with it
on a regular basis. Thereby reducing (!) your chance of being

missed! Admittedly giant planets like Jupiter will sweep up more
than their fair share of the debris in this plane, but you have ro
remember that Jupiter's mass is far less dense than Earth's, so we
are likely to get far more than size alone might suggest. The
Moon too, might offer us a measure of protection. After all it is

an object a third of our size and, at a handy distance too, shields

us from much harm. The rear face of the Moon is remarkably
more cratered than our side so that proves it has protected us -

doesn't it? No! Just think about it, this side of the Moon is less

well cratered - who was protecting whom?

So perhaps we would be safer in higher latitudes since debris
moves along the equatorial ecliptic? No! Discounting the preces-

sional wobble of the equinoxes for the moment, whilst it does

seem to offer a more oblique path for debris to enter the atmos-
phere, at the speed of Hale-Bopp that
would be of marginal consequence and

don't forget - Tunguska is in Siberia and

Greenland is not high on the list for sun-

seekers on holiday either. How about a

nice polar vacation? No! Don't forget that
the rock from Mars that seemed to have

fossils embedded in it came from the Ant-
arctic. An indication of just how far your
garden might travel if it came into contact
with an interstellar wanderer of the 'heavy'

kind. Just this week I read a report of a

rock called "Lucky I 3" found in the Sahara

and already identified as coming from Mars.

Well, the finder who is expecting to get

f l.4million is probably very lucky, but what
about the poor camel it might have landed on? Do you really
think his insurance company really bought his claiml They proba-
bly have an exclusion clause marked "Being Hit by a Martian Me-

teorite is an Act of God!" Who knows? Perhaps just for once -
they may be right!

Perhaps you might feel a little safer if you remembered that com-
ets are made up mainly of frozen gaseous 'snow', travelling aim-
lessly through space like loose-knit and grubby snowballs. I can

assure you that if one fell on your head at that speed, you might
have something marginally worse than a bad-hair-day! And the
term loose-knit may be relativel

As an indication of just how bad, scientists did a computer simula-
tion of one of the elements of Shoemaker-Levy that hit Jupiter.
Their predictions were that it would be equivalent to l5 million
Hiroshima type explosions. They also calculated that the tidal
waves from a marine impact in the Atlantic for example, would
reach 300ft in height and inundate most of Europe and rhe easr-

TL^ ,ri-^.'l^- l^^,,- aE



ern seaboard of America. I suppose it is a small comfort that such

a tidal wave would be of no consequence whatsoever to those

that used to live there!

ln the Hollywood epic of course we can always rely on the super-

hero to come to our rescue' Clark Kent or Bruce Willis will al-

ways turn up in the nick of time and hurl the offending obiect into

the sun, which will have the added benefit of keeping the sun go-

ing for a nano-second or two longer' Or we could leave it to the

scientists to zaPP it with rockets or use the odd nuclear bomb

from their arsenals to fragment the beast into a billion bits of

shrapnel....hmmm. Why do I expect a 'No!' here?

Can anybody tell me whether a conventional/atomic/nuclear ex-

plosion will actually work in a vacuum? Sure, it might go off' but

with all the power of a damp squib! Sure it might scorch the

brute ... and it might even irradiate it so that it never could have

children..... it may even glow in the dark"" but stop it dead?

You've got to be kidding!

Explosions in a nice handy thick atmosphere and on a relatively

stable platform like Earth, tend to work on the Premise that the

explosive mixture burns so fast and converts so much energy into

so small a sPace that it Presses against the air itsell creating a

blast-wave or 'Push'' (Much like

our meteoricallY induced tidal

wave.) This 'push' will react with or

against anything it encounters and

will tend to deflect anything that

gets in its path. lt will knock You

over - or shred You to tatters' de-

pending on how close You are at

the time. BasicallY it gives You an

almost instantaneous acceleration.

Some parts of You are more Prone

to inertia than others and so You

tend to arrive at different times;

the faster bits alwaYs seem to 8o

further-, the less aerodynamic tend-

ing to flap about a lot and fall to

the ground much sooner. Could

wreck your whole morning!

ln space there is precious little of

this'air'for the explosion to react against, so just where do you

place your bomb? Perhaps you could makf a rocket which lasers

a hole into the middle of the asteroid and then conveniently bur-

rows in and blows it to smithereens. Great! Just one thing wrong

with that: you've just converted a chunk of granite from a tidy

lump that might have missed, been deflected or been contained in

one lump, into a mass of shrapnel. I think that you will be just as

dead if you had smithereens fall on you, as you would be if Canada

fell on you!. Back to the drawing board' We'd better be quick

though, at 25,O0O.miles per hour, we don't have a great deal of

time!

What we need to do is simple! We stick a couple of rockets on

the offending pebble and set them off so that the rock is deflected

away from us, at least in the short term' lf we slow it down' : '' '

fall into the sun. Notch up a couple more nano-seconds' '*-
accelerate it, it will fly off to Jupiter or whereverl What cou : -
simpler?

Do you know anybody, other than CK and Brucey of course' \.r*':

ever tried to tie a rocket to a chunk of rock falling along =
25,000 miles per hourl lf you do, could you ask them to send le
a card iust in case I need to call on their services? I can iust vis--

alise it now:"Have rock-buster -Will travel!"

So what are we left with? lt is obvious that anything smaller tha:

a battleship is never reported. This doesn't mean they don't exis:

it just suggest, that telescopes may not be of sufficient resolutio-

to give us any indication of their occurrence or quantity' and tha:

assorted flying rockeries may be in far greater supply than wa

care to imagine. On the simple basis that grinding big rocks tc-

gether makes a whole flock of splinters, even Shropshire-sizet

splinters can generate a whole fleet of London-sized shards if then

have a coming together and when they jostle one another in tur-

you could have a very unhappy time if you get to be in the wrong

place at the wrong time. lndeed contrary to the thought that \i*€

would make a very small target, Mother Nature's blunderbuss

could probably hit a sparrow at fifty billion parsecsl

It is obvious from tr 
=

Moon's battered face tha:

without the disguising effe-

of weathering, we too coui:

look like that. Scientists are

continually rePorting the dis-

covery of new crater form:-

tions on Earth. There art

many hundreds in Canad:

for example, which have hac

the protection of an ice caP-

to Preserve them longe:

than those that have sufferec

the erosion of the rain, on

are buried beneath the

cloaking ooze of the seas.

Despite the ravages of time

and the smoothing-out ac-

tion of vulcanic unrest, ge-

ologists are identifying many such impact sites all the time' After

all, what we call "solid ground" is only a relatively flexible scum on

an ocean of fluid magma' A fragile and frighteningly thin crust any

self-respecting rock would have no difficulty in poking a hole

through.

Even though our Pathetically optimistic mathematical projections

seem to suggest that such events occur only once every 20@

years, like the number nine bus, that doesn't mean two couldn'i

turn up at once! Or even, perhaps, a whole flock of them' ln fact

interstellar smithereens probably have a propensity for turning up

in a bunch, undetected, sneaky, devastatingly sudden and with a

penchant for eliminating all witnesses. NASA may have a plannec

campaign to identify and track all NEOs, but what is their eyesigh:



like? And what could they do about it if they did see one com-

ing? Would they bother to tell us? Or would they be far too

concerned in making for the nearest bolt-hole?

Further, some sneaky enterprising and entrepreneurial alien in

search of a bit of wildly barren and totally human-free real estate

might well decide that if he chucked rock in our direction for a

while, one of them might 'accidentally' eradicate our species leav-

ing the meek(on) to inherit the Earthl Nobody could possibly

blame him/she/it for that could theyl And where could we go

to for redress? Do you have the number for a representative of

The lnterplanetary Courts of Justice? lf you do, would you be

kind enough to enclose it with the other ones from the Acme

Asteroid Annihilation Service and send it to me?

l've got to do a bit more research into the fact that more com-

ets, asteroids and meteorites are seen at night, and whether this

is statistically significant. lf it's true, it suggests mathematically

speaking, that if I lust keep moving with the sun, I should be okay.

Trouble is, I am beginning to lose faith in the mathematicians

who specialise in probabilities. lt is also true that the flare of

meteorites is always going to be more visible in the dark, but

that doesn't mean that they don't travel by day. lt just means we

don't see them very often, and those we can, we may wish we

hadn't!

I can hear the editor muttering something about "What's all this

got to do with crop-circles?" Well apart from a similarity in

shape between craters and crop circles - nothing much! But iust

imagine the size of the crop circle you will get if one landed in

Kansas! Another good poinc What price corn circles after one

lands? Answer me that then!

lf you are beginning to feel like a microbe in God's pool table

pocket, Well then you've got the message. You know what they

say, a trouble shared is a trouble halved. lf it's true, I should be

feeling a whole tot less nervous about now. lf it's not, I'll iust put

my head back under the pillow and wait till it's all over!

Goodnight!...

Features a full
entertainment.

to

Glastonbury SymPosium
lnvestigating Crop CirCIds & Signs of Our Times

at the Assembly,, R rys, Glastonbury

prog ra m me of i l l u stra!e.,{.pr.g,,qe ntatio ns, u pd ates, videos, m u s ica l

A coach tour on the Fridi,y of tf'e latest formations runs parallel

:
it= i,E'ei,ia='ffii-Ear"t, istory when
nrade in every Sp G.iiiinging about

The Cropr,GirCle Phenopehgq
quantum leaps & paradigm shifts

a m u ltid i me nsi onal.'eo*sd'i,oUsffi t'biinQs together re-

30th, 31st July & l st,Au =uatirE69,00 fdll'W kend-f27 .50 single day -
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into th ,C $'ffiii+b ium,

For advance'booking and enquiries pleag-e contact.
Roland Pargeter, The Cottage, Blackford, Wedmore_ Son!9LSet B,528 4NL UK

Tel/Fax: (01934) 713180 Tel/Fax (01458) 832533
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E mail. pargeter@ 1 way.co.uk
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The DouB
..

Rogers Column

lf someone, somewhere, is ossembling o journol to recount the mony
toles of coincidences involving the occurrence of crop circles ond for-
mations with the dotes of noturol and humon events, then perhops
this following account might be considered o worthy entry. ...

As telescopes have been built and rebuilt with improvements

throughout recent centuries, and as their locations for viewing

have been more carefully selected, the heavenly sights recorded

on film and in the minds of astronomers have improved dramati-

cally. With perfected equipment, some of it now in space, the
search for a planet similar to our own has risen to a much higher

profile on their list of priorities. Astronomers everywhere are

anxious to discover if our planet is alone, or but one among

many in our galaxy.

As with many discoveries, the steps leading to full disclosure in-

clude incremental indications that the search is moving along in

the right direction. Such was the case in 1995 when $viss as-

tronomers detected that Star 5l Pegosi displayed regular move-

ment as a result of the orbit of a single circling planet. This was

exiting news to the world-wide community of astronomers. An-

nouncement of the detection of a 'wobble' in the movement of
5/ Pegosi, along with the understanding that this movement in

other stars might also be interpreted as an indicator of planetary

systems around those stars. To date no planet had been seen, but
some eighteen stars have been noted to display this type of
'wobble'.

Among the several stars looked at anew in 1995 was Upsi/onAn-

dromedoe,lying some 44 light-years distant from Earth. The tell-
tale wobble was detected, indicating that Ups,,onAndromedoe was

host to one or more orbiting satellites. Though no claims were

made as early as 1995 that more than one planet might be cir-
cling this stan there was a hint, carefully guarded by searching as-

tronomers, that there was an irregularity about the movement of
Upsilon Andromedoe. By 1996, according to a NewYorkTimes arti-
cle dated April 16 1999, and per additional material made avail-

able since then, confirmation was broadcast that Upsilon An-
dromedae had three orbiting planets. Comments from the astro-

nomical community ran from "This is exiting stuffl", to; "....very,

very, important discovery". lndeed!

i'.low lust what role does cerealogy play in all this? What crop
designs were arriving on the surface of our planet while, in 1995,

the discovery of other solar systems was developing? Up until

June of I995, no crop formation had been found which included

a "Sun" as its central feature, along with a clearly defined plane-

tary system, with planets lying on narrow 'orbital' rings surround-
ing that central circle. ln all the years preceding, all sorts of con-
figurations arrived, none of which even hinted at a solar system

design. Why then, in June of I995, whilst astronomers were busy

on their investigations, did four crop designs arrive in Wiltshire
and Hampshire all looking very much like designs for solar sys-

tems. ln early June a formation at Westbury, Bramon Castle in
Wiltshire, appeared which was to be the forerunner of a succes-

sion of pictograms which were to continue throughout that
month. Next came the two designs in Hampshire, one at Bishop!
Sutton and another at Gander Down, Arlesford.. Both of these

arrived on June 20th. Then finally on June 26'h, came the design at
Longwood Warren featuring three planets that clearly located on

orbital rings surrounding a central sun. The added ring of aster-

oids completed the perfect picture of the system studied for the
following year by the cautious astronomers. To be sure, the aster-

oids in no way would have influenced the stability of the host

sun, but their presence in the design allowed no mistaken iden-

tity for the grainfield presentation.

And so, we need to face the question of coincidence or synchro-

nicity. How timely must the arrival of a crop formation design be

before it fires the imagination? Would you agree that the discov-

ery of three planets surrounding a distant sun, coincident with
the arrival of a crop design displaying exactly that solar configu-

ration, is....interesting?

Editots note;This por! formotions seem to hove an 'eclipse' chorocLer-

istic thot moy be o prelude to the totol eclipse thot is going to occur in
southern Englond on August I ln.lt may be on indicotion of the woy in

which the crop circle makers odjust their desrgn to news in the medio,
or it moy be just a coincidence. We hove to bear in mind that on
eclipse probobly hoppens somewhere in the world on o foirly regulor
bosrs, but not in the UK lhis is only the second in more thon 70 years.
We moy get portiol eclipses, but totol eclpses ore foily rore.

We olso need to be coutious about reports of plonetory sptems de-
teaed ot 44 light yeors distonce. They moy be for more common than
thot ond it moy well be thot most stors hoye sote//ites of one kind or
onother. Whot the scientists ore discovering ore systems where the
plonets ore mossiye enough to hove a detectoble influence on their
porticular sun. Mosses of smaller planets might dissrpote this wobble,
or make its oppearance in a more stately ond sedote monner. Such
'mini*obbles' would be much horder to detect ot these ronges ond
will probobly only reveol thernse/ves to telescopes offor greoter power,

or simply to observotions over o much greoter period of ilme.

Where Doug is coming from (if you'll excuse the pun!) is thot he
wonts to know if there is o correlotion beMeen eyents in the field and
the level of science in our loborotories. Is our sdentiftc progress ond
ostronomicol knowledge being mirrored by formations in the field - or
ore we bending eyents to suit our own ends - or r! someong or sorne
thing e/se, doing it for theis?



TITANIC TRIANGTE
At l-00+ feet, the largest triangular formation in history

arrived in Yatesbury Field (SU 075-7A3), Yatesbury, Wilts.,
close to the "Beckhampton Mandal4" in wheat August 10th.

The stalks in the tiny grapeshot at the apex
are bent halfivay down their stems - the trademark of

the "Dragon-Larv a f Cat's Eye I Stingray/ Queen" CircleMaker.
And there is a circular swirl with standing center inside the apex (gray;.

Master Nan Lu collected magically bent stslks from the formation.
O 1998 Peter R. Ssrensen



t e c t u r e ReporI
By Corol Pedersen 

I

Hello Members of the Crop Circle Community: Last night I

went to a free lecture on crop circles at Portland's OMSI

(Oregon Museum of Science and lndustry) building. lt was given

by a man named TED CLAY who says he is a statistical consult-

ant and computer programmer from Ashland (southern) Oregon.

He gives his credentials as a History degree from Princeton U.

and a Master's degree in math from Stanford U. I would guess he

is in his late thirties or early forties.

Last Nov. I read that this man was talking In Eugene and I called

him to find out more about it and asked him what position he

was taking in his lecture. He did not tell me the truth. At that
time he said he had been studying them and was skeptical but

was open to new information and sure, he would like to know

about the Oregon circles as he hadn't heard about them, and

wanted me to send him information. Giving him the benefit of
the doubt, I sent him a packet of information including my color
photo of the Whiskey Hil and some other Oregonl formitions. I

was unable to go that far from home for an evening lecture so I

never attended it and never heard from him that he received my

information.

Just two days ago I got a call from him saying he received rny

package and surprise!, he was speaking in Portland near my

home on Friday (last night). He specifically invited me to attend.

He now admitted that his position on crop circles was that they
were ALL man made. I thought it peculiar that he would person-

ally,call me to attend and decided, since he did not know me by

appearance, that I would go and just sit and listen to find out
what this lecture was all about. I was quite wary after him not
being straight forward with me over the phone but thought I

needed to become informed about what this person was doing.

His lecture is entitled "Graffiti of the Gods." He put on a hi-tech

show by using his computer and hooking it up to the big screen

and using a protram called Power Points, so he could talk and

show screen images and video clips in succession.

This talk was sponsored by a group called Oregonian's for Ra-

tionality and they say they are promoting science and reason. It
certainly appears to me to be a front organization for CICOP

:rfter hearing the talk There were about 60 people in the room.

It was an exceedingly disturbing talk. The man manipulated re-
search and twisted evidence and used a cynical and dry humor to
put down researchers and their work. He pushed the Doug and

Dave senario. After each "debunker" comment he would make

some humorous comment to make it seem that the work was

ridiculous or any that any rational person couldn't possibly ac-

cept it. Then he made the comment that there are really people

out there who "take crop circles seriously." Now remember that
he specifically asked me to come that night and by this point I

was waiting to see how he would twist the information I sent

him. He then put up my Oregon pictures on the screen and

said- "the circles in Oregon now." He put up my Whiskey Hill
formation photo and said, "of all the crop circles I have seen, this
one is the most like doodling." Then he discredited the other
photos. He never mentioned me by name and I think it is be-

cause he thought I might be in the room.

Now the reason I am taking the time to write you is that Clay

particularly tried to discredit the researchers. His main prey was

Colin Andrews and Dr. Levengood. He showed many many

video clips of Colin and made humiliating comments and

knocked his book Circular Evidence. He said he had called

Nancy Talbot and devalued her remarks and said things that re.

vealed his mistaken concepts about plant growth and behavior in

the fields.

I was waiting for him to prove all circles were man made but in-

stead he gave short and inconclusive comments of why he felt
the valid research was faulty. He said expulsion cavities in nodes

could be made when the feet or plank caused the plants to
steam and break open. He put crop circle calendars AERIAL
photos on the screen and pointed out exactly where the planks

had made their mark around them!! He tried to poinr out that
the complex weaving of the crop lay patterning was because af-

ter the people used t}le planks to lay down the crops, they went
back and hand positioned each of the stalks and bunches that
way!! All this in the dark of course. He said there was no ge-

ometDr in the circles. He said the 5.2Khz noise was a grasshop-

per warbler. He quoted Colin Andrews as admitting that he nov/

believed that 70% of the circles are hoaxed and that meant that
Colin was finally coming around to a rational point of view and

he was glad to see the researchers finally do this. He discredited

Dr. Levengood's published articles and purported himself to be a

better plant expert than Dr. Levengood, and also said Dr.

Levengood was fiddling with data in his lab reports and that the
evidence for this was just too numerous for him to go into. He

also said the Beer-Lambert principle was just too ridiculous to
go into. The list goes on.

Keep in mind this Ted Clay has never been in a circle formation.

He gets his information offthe lnternet. To my mind he was to-
tally unethical and deceptive in his dealings with me. lt reminded

me of Jim Schnabel's friendly approach to Terrance Meaden to
get information and then writing Round In Circles to discredit

him. Ted Clay made a comment at the end of his two hour talk
which told me why he wanted me to come. He said "l was hop-

ing there would be someone there to make a case for genuine

circles."Well, I was prepared and didn't take the bait.



This man is not a skeptic, he is a true believer. He has no inten-

tion of a pursuit of the truth behind the crop circle phenomenon.

One woman asked him if he had ever heard of a government dis-

information campaign, and he looked blank and said no, not to do

with crop circles. All he knew was that he had heard there were

a few planes flying around but that was all he knewl!

The question I have is, if this man thinks all crop circles are man

made why is he bothering with them and taking the time to build

himself a big lecture circuit around Oregon? The conclusion I

Stanton St Bernard, Wilts. June 1999 Wheat.

came to is he wants to control others thinking and make himself

into a guru as part of the disinformation campaign. I am sorry he

is here in Oregon but thought you should be aware of this man

and what he is saying about everyone. lt is truly reprehensible

and thwarting the pursuit ofthe truth.

[Corol did include Mr Aoy's emoil oddress, but perhaps it is best not to
publish it here - p/eose contoct Corol for the oddress, should you wish to
contact Mr Aay, her oddress is on the bock poge.l

@ Steve Alexander
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cccs
Reference
No:

Location Description Date First
Seen

Details / Notes

ENDE9SO I Bower Hinton
Devon
England

Circle l2-Jul-98 Off A303, visible from road

ENDE98O2 Devon
England

l2-,Jul-98

ENDO9803 Blanford Forum
Dorset
England

Circle l2-Jul-98 Cereal
Small circle on outskirts of Blandford Forum.
Close to bridge taking main road across a

narrow lane into main gate of Blandford
Forum army camo

ENHA98O7 Portsdown Hill
Portsmouth
Hampshire
England

l2-Jul-98 Behind research station. lncluded grapeshot &
swirls. Not circular on outside but a standing
ring in the centre. Next morning'wind & rain
damage almost wiped it out' (!). Lodgingl

ENDE98O3 Hill Head Farm
Ugborough
Devon
England

Dumbbell-type l4-Jul-98 Wheat
Field with no tramlines. Circle & ringed circle

ioined to ends of triangle. Paths 5'

ENYS9802 Barnsley
Yorkhire South
England

3 overlapping
rings

l5-Jul-98 Wheat
E of Ml, S ofJ37 nr slip road. 20'circles (l
c/w, I ac/w) with 2' overlapping on approx.
E/}V axis. Several g-.shot nearby. On
limestone soil. Some bent nodes & standing
stems. G-.shot had no visible entry tracks.

BGn980l Oostkappelleveld, near
Antwerp
Boechout
Belgium

Dumbbell-type l7-Jul-98 Dumbbell with N circle topped by 'half an arch
& 3 g-.shot'. S circle l3m aclw, path 8m, N
circle 8.8m dw G-.shot c/w. Total length
42.5m. l4cm deep 'posthole' in centre of S

circle. Aliens with tramlines

ENWr9839 Cherhill, near White Horse
Calne
Wiltshire
England

23'fluffy'
circles

l7-Jul-98 23 circles of differing sizes randomly scattered
throughout'lodging'. Crop splayed into
standing crop, small tufted centres & 4-
directional spirals in some. Dead flies found
adhered to crop

GEB\^/9802 G rombach (between Si nsheim
Steinsfurt & Bad Rappenau)

Baden-Wiirttemberg
Germany

Ringed circle 20-Jul-98 200m N of Autobahn A6 from where it could
be seen

NEGE98O3 Nijmegen
Gelderland
Netherlands

Unknown 20-Jul-98 Reported in local newspaper



USIDgSO I Nampa
ldaho
USA

Dumbbell 20-Jul-98 I circle much larger than the other. See also
USlD9802. I of these nr microwave tower. I

with dead cow near it that no-one could
identify the owner of! Didn't belong in that
field!

ENOX980 t (l of2)
Hook Norton/Sibford Ferris
Oxfordshire
England

Triple in-line
dumbbell

20-Jul-98 Wheat
I mile north of Hook Norton. Longer path
rugged with no discernible flow. l5' c/w circle,
path 2'x 8', 15.5'c/w circle, path 39'x 2'-3',
29' ac/w circle

ENOX9802 (2 of 2)

Hook Norton/Sibford Ferris
Oxfordshire
England

Dumbell-type 20-Jul-98 Barley
Field opposite ENOX980 l. Reasonable circle
joined to ragged path & triangle. 3' aciw clrcle,
I 5' path laid across, I 5' triangle

USUT9SO I Cache Valley nr Salt Lake City
College Ward
Utah
USA

"Circles, rings
& pathways"

l,U-Jul-YU "Circles, rings and pathways" - 3 l6'.
Reportedly beautifully made with exploded
nodes having brown discolouration. "102' ring
& 46' ring encompassed by 2 hal'f circles"

usoR9802 Pendleton Airfield
Pendleton
Oregon
USA

Ringed circle 2l-Jul-98 Wheat
50' diameter, ring 3'wide. All aciw. Many
standing stems. First seen from local airfield
control tower. Helicopter had crash-landed
100' from site of formation prior to it
appearing in the spring.

ENWl9837 Firs Farm ia of 5)
Beckhampton
Wiltshire
England

Scorpion-type 2l-Jul-98 Wheat
400' complex of circles/rings with long tail of
5' circles. Helicopters seen & bright flashes.
lntricate floor construction. Dead flies stuck
to crop

BGu9802 Huise. nr Oudenaarde
Flemish Ardennes
Belgium

Man-made
advert

22)u198 Made by Dutch hoaxers over 2 nights of 20/2 I

f uly for VRT - Flemish Radio & TV for the
producers of "The Dreamfactory" to make the
dream come true of a young woman who
wanted to see a crop circle made by
humans(?)

usoR980 t Whiskey Hill
Hubbard (near)
Oregon
USA

Pictogram 72)u198 Wheat
250'x 170'. Not visible from road and no
evidence of anyone entering field. All circles
dw. Pathways 2' wide. Lay hirly simple with
no counter flow or plaiting. No lodging in field,
2 split nodes in centre. Charred, burned &
scratch nodes found.

ENSO9805 Taunton
Somersec
England

Unknown 22)ul-98 Reported near Taunton by company salesman
(!)

usuT9802 LoYe
Urah
USA

Quintuplet 22-Jul-98 Quintuplet of 2 rings & 2 circles with
pathways. Repomedly beautifully made. Farmer
against entry.

EN}v!9859 Steeple Ashton
Wiltshire
England

"Crop Circle" 22-Jul-98 Near Steeple Ashton, Wiltshire? Miss-report
of another formationl

usrD9802 ldaho
USA

Ringed circle 23-Jul-98 Ringed circle with 'pie piece' cut our & key
shape coming off circle. See also USlD980 I

ENWt9838 (3 of 3l)
Silbury Hill
Wiltshire
England

Scroll-like
fractal

23-Jul-98 Wheat
Complex 4-fold fractal scroll. 'D' added later
around l8:00 on 23rd. Same field as 1997
Koch snowflake and l99l charm bracelet



GEx9805 Heilbronn
Germany

24)ul-98

ENHA98I8 Chidden
Hampshire
England

2 rings & 3

circles
25-Jul-98 2 wide rings & 2 small circles with 3rd larger

circle offset

usMo980 r But te
Montana
USA

25-Jul-98 Trees (Pine)!
I 50 acres of flattened pine trees! Discovered
by US Forest Service. No storms reported. ls

this anything to do with crop formations?
Meteorite impact?

ENWt9840 Rough Down
Marlborough
Wiltshire
England

friple in-line
Cumbbell-type

25-Jul-98 Smallest of 3 main circles had 2 spiraled, off-
centre centres. Main path flowed into top
circle resulting In c/w & aclw lay. Middle & 2
c/w. Other end circle laid with outer ring of 2'.

Plants then radially inwards with small c/w
centre

EN\^/l9844 OId Sarum

Salisbury (near)
Wiltshire
England

ling containing
:riangle &
;quare

25-Jul-98

ENW|984l Milk Hill (l of 2)
Alton Barnes
Wiltshire
England

Man-made for
BBC ry
ProSram

26-Jul-98 Wheat
Man-made formation for BBC "Countryfile"
Prosram

ENWt9842 Milk Hill (2 of 7)

Alton Barnes
Wiltshire
England

Man-made for
BBC TV

Prosram

25-Jul-e8 Wheat
Man-made formation for BBC "Counryfile"

ProSram

ENHASS IO Gander Down
Hampshire
England

2 standing
nested
crescents

27)ul-98 Double-ringed circle with circle & rings
touching to give effect of 2 standing crescents

NENH98O2 Hyppolytushoef (2 of 2)
Wieringmeer
Noord-Holland
Netherlands

Circle & path zUJul-YE wheat
Circle & path

ENYS9803 Barnsley
Yorkhire South
England

Pictogram 28-Jul-98 Wheat
E of Ml, I Z miles N ofJ35, N of Rockley Lane

bridge. All dw. 90' ring. 20'central circle.
Gaps 4'. Rings 3'. 6 * 20' circles on limestone
soil. Known as "The Sunflower". Good lay &
'energy". Person's named scrawled later.

ENYS9804 Barnsley
Yorkshire South
England

Thought-
bubble

28-jul-98 Wheat
W of M I, I mile S of J37 between Rockley
Lane & Stainborough Dike. All c/w. 2 'sets' at
right angles. l5' , 26' , 26', 38' then 46', 62' &
94'. Cleanly laid and springy. Good swirl, no
signs of human activity

ENYS9805 Barnsley
Yorkshire South
England

Dumbbell-type 28-Jul-98 Wheat
W of M l, I % miles S of J37. SW of bend in
Rockley Lane. lmmed. S of ENYS9804. All c/w.
32' circle, 5' gap, 2'/r' ring, 4' gap, 2' ring. 28'
path to 9' circle (aclw). 35' zigzag. On
limestone soil. Good flow. farmer allegedly
found "culorits rollins around"

usFL980 I Tampa
Florida
USA

Dumbbell-type 29-Jul-98 Larger circle approx. 85'. I 0'- I 5' path.

Appeared to be "clean, well executed, simple
design with an evenly swirled centre".



GESHgS I I Kius
Angeln
Schleswig-Holstein
Germany

Pictogram 29-Jul-98 Wheat

GESH98I2 Kius
Angeln
Schleswig-Holstein
Germany

Pictogram 29-Jul-98 Wheat

GESH98 r3 Kius
Angeln
Schleswig-Holstein
Germany

Pictogram 29-Jul-98 Wheat

GESH98 t4 Kius
Angeln
Schleswig-Holstein
Germany

Pictogram 29-Jul'98 Wheat
I 60m

ENOX9804 Tower Hill
Ashbury
Oxfordshire
England

Thought
Bubble-type

30-Jul-98 Wheat
Same field as 1996 necklace. Camera failure
noted. Bottom circle complex radial & spiral
flows, 98', St/z' wide ring c/w containing 3

circles of 24' clw,22' aclw, l2t/z' clw with
single stem standing ring! Outside ring 34' c/w
&261/; c/w circles with 9 small

ENWl9843 (3 of 3)
Chlseidon
Wiltshine
Englanc

Ringed circle &
circle

30-,Jul-98 Directly below 'the formation with rings'.
Outer circle had 2 centers. Multi-layering &
flows

ENDO9804 Dorches;er-
Dorset
Engiand

5-petalled
flower in ring

3 l-Jul-98 Wheat
Next to 435, lt/z miles E of Dorchester. 5-
petalled flower in ring with centre flattened.
Approx. 150'. Farmer blamed local agricultural
college

ENOX9803 Assendon
Oxfordsnire
England

tsumbbell,

ringed circle &
2 circles

3 l-Jul-98 Barley
l0' circle, (9' Sap), I 3' circle (l2h' gap), 331/i
circle. All aclw. Joined to 421/r'circle by 25' x
5' path. I 5/z' cir cle, 2t,/z' standing cr op, 2,/r'
ring 5'from largest circle

ENEX980 t Garlancis Fa;-m

Layer Brecon
Essex
England

Ringed circle &
5 circles

0l-Aug-98 Wheat
Overall size 269'. Wind damage occurred
'contemporaneously'

ENHA98I3 Danebuly Ring (l of 3)
Andover (near)
Hampshire
England

Ringed circle &
multiple circles

02-Aug-98 Wheat
160'. Same field as ENHA98l4

ENHAg8I4 Danebury Ring (2 of 3)

Andover (near)
Hampshire
England

Thought
bubble-type

02-Aug-98 Wheat
Same field as ENHA98l3

ENHA98I5 Danebury Ring (3 of 3)

Andover (near)
Hampshire
England

3 standing
nested
crescents

02-Aug-98 Wheat
Triple ringed circle with rings touching each
other giving the appearance of 3 standing
nested crescents

ENHAgSI I Cheriton
Hampshire
England

2 circles &'S' 02-Aug-98 Wheat
2 circles with thin 'S' around them

ENHA98I2 Upham
Hampshire
England

Double-ringed
circle-type with
7-fold
geometry

02-Aug-98 Surveyed by Global Circles



)2-Aug-98 Wheat
c/w 25' circle in same field as 1995 & 1996'

Could only be seen from the air, hence

discovery by Mike Hubbard from microlight

Lay chaotic with complex criss-crossing'

Magnetic particles discovered in formation'

Sent to Dr L. Polarity of compass reygrssg.l-

ENSE980 I Saltdean

Sussex East

England

Circle

ENWI9845 Avebury Stone Circle
Avebury
Wiltshire
England

Ringed circle 02-Aug-98 Wheat
300'. Same field as 1996 Avebury Web' 6 thin

arcs slightly overlap in laid ring as strange &

unnecessary underlay. Outer ring 72m clw'
Centre of circle on tramline and splayed with

tieht turns on outer edge

EN\^/l9850 East Field (2 of 2)

Alton Barnes

Wiltshire
England

Man-made
Mitsubishi Car

05-Aug-98 Whea t
Advert for Mitsubishi cars. Took a day to
mark out & a day to laY

)5-Aug-98 DEg."m f.o. pencil sketch bYJohn

Newman/Peter Ssrenson. Approx. 100'' Cut

down by farmer on morning of appearance'

Not photographed or properly documented

EN\^/l9845 Bishops Cannings

Wiltshire
England

6-pointed star
& crescent

NEZH980l Oud-Beiierland
Zuid-Holland
Netherlands

Triangular
triplet-type

)5-Aug-98 Ay'heat

lentre circle 15.5m, cirle 7.9m, ring

10.6m/7.2m, ringed circle 9.2ml6.3m/3'6m' No

)athways or tracks visible

W lPictogram
-ockeridge 

Ivly'iltshire 
IEngland I

06-Aug-98 0y'heat

100'. Same field as 1998'Hydra. Circles

;wirled in different directions. Also some

rlaiting & I circle with stems bent half way up

ENvvl9E5 I

ENHA98!5 Portsmouth lCardioid
Hampshire leictogramEngland I

)8-Aug-98 Wheat
Approx. 150'. Cardioid laid around central

circle, then ladder effect with small quintuplet

nearby

EN\trl9852 (5 of 5)

Beckhampton
Wiltshire
England

Z 5-pointed
;tars &

PentaSram

C8-Aug-98 Wheat
200' Same field as 1998'StingraY'

cAsA980l Conquest/Dinsmore
Saskatchewan
Canada

circles & ring )9-Aug-98 Wheat (Duram)
33' largest. Beautifully made. Very tight twist in

I circle, another pressed hard to the ground'

Appeared in 'The Outlook newsPaPer'

)9-Aug-98 fy'heat
Approx. 300'. 175 (!) circles, some with

;pectacular bird's nests

EM\^/l9853 Tawsmead Copse
West Stowell
Wiltshire
England

7-folcl
geometric koch

snowflake-type

GEn<9805 Stuttgart to Manheim

Germany

Circle 09-Aug-98 "Corn"
Next to autobahn. l 5m - 20m. "Looked real -

corn was pressed down". N'B. could be 2nd

reportint of any number of the German

formations

ENWl9854 atesbury
Wiltshire
England

Triangle &
small circles

l0-Aug-98 Wheat
Next field to flower formation' Triangle had

small swirled circle laid in one corner' All

circles c/w. Triangle laid in I direction with

'reversed flow down I side'. Some circles

possibly formed later than original & in

davlieht



CASA9803 C;riook
Saskatchewan

Canada

4 circles & 2
ringed rings

I l-Aug-98 Wheat (Duram)
Appeared in 'The Outlook' newspaper & 'The
Western Producer'. On Hutterite Colony
land. Largest approx. 44'. No tracks, damage
or disturbance etc. Nice spirally with crop
pressed hard to ground

ENYN9SO I Copmanthorpe
Yorkshire North
England

Circles l3-Aug-98 A64 S of York. Circles, I with tail. Field having
had formations in previous years

ENHU9SO I Gardham Wold
Humberside
England

Ring with 3

spokes
I6-Aug-98 lst formation in Humberside? On A1079. On

main E/W energy line linking Beverly Minster
to York Minster. Same field as 199 I 'apbo'. At
least "50' annulus with 3 radial spokes"

cAsA9802 Esterhazy
Saskatchewan
Canada

Triple in-line
dumbbell-type

I6-,4ug-98 Barley
75' ringed circle, l0' path, l2' circle. Standing
ring of only 2". Samples sent to Dr. L

ENSO9804 Cold Ashton
Somerset
England

Pictogram l5-Aug-98 Standard ringed circle. larger ringed circle with
circle touching ring giving a standing crescent.
Also small fractal-type

ENHW980l Areley Common
Stou porr-on-Severn
Hereford & Worcescershire
Fno enri

Circle l7-Aug-98 Wheat
Sandy soil in area with few arable fields. C/w
87' & lm g.shot. Nodal bending & o damage.
Compass went hayvvire. l2' neatly plaited area
nearby. Also 2 BARE EARTH g.shot of lm &
1.5m. Tramline covered over by thin curtain of
crop taken from either side

cAsA9804 Midaie. nr Estevan

Sas katc. ewan

CanaJa

Circle l7-Aug-98 No breakage, no tracks, no soil disturbance.
I5'.

ENSE9802 Ho rseb ridge
Sussex East

England

Circle I7-Aug-98 Wheat
aclw 34'circle lust off A27l in isolated {ield.
Circle had been vandalised with plank of wood
to make it appear as if man-made.

ENv1/t9855 Hackpen Hill
Broad Hinton
Wiltshire
England

lnverse Koch
Fractal

l7-Aug-98 Wheat
N. of Avebury, nr Hackpen Hill. Same field as
1997 'Strange Attractor' Approx. 150'.

Differing no. of small circles on each arm.
More complex version of Mitsubishi logo - but
not man-made this time...

ENWt9855 Sranton St Bernard
Wiltshire
England

Pictogram l7'Aug-98 Linseed (Flax)

2 triangles surrounded by multitude of circles
& other lines. Some lines were only a few
inches wide. Extremely unusual - & most
complex formation so far in Linseed

FlsF980 t Siuntio
Southern Finland

Finland

I 3 circles l9-Aug-98 3m to approx. l5m. l00m overall. All c/w. No
post holes. All circles touching. Simple form of
lulia set. Power lines nearby.

ENWt9857 The Sanctuary
West Overton
Wiltshire
England

Pictogram l9-Aug-98 Wheat
300'. Near The Sanctuary alongside the 44

FlSF980? !Digerby,lnkoo
Scurhern Finland
i,- and

Snowmen 2l-Aug-98 Geometry & flattening "messy". Rings aclw.
Circles c/w. Dowsable



EN\^/r9849 All Cannings
Wiltshire
England

2 standing
nested
crescents

2l-Aug-98 Set back from road in remote location not far
from Hill Fort at Cliffords Hill (opposite Milk
Hill). No ground shots.

CASA9805 Midale, nr Estevan

Saskatchewan

Canada

3 circles 24-Aug-98 No breakage, no tracks, no soil disturbance.
W of CASA9804

FtsF9803 Sipoo
Southern Finland

Finland

"Alien with
headphones"

24-Aug-98 Easily visible from road. Lower inner circle &
'headphones' c/w, all other ac/w. "Magic
bends". Dowsed strongly

ENWt9858 Avebury
Wiltshire
England

Pictogram 24-Aug-98 Wheat
Very similar to compass symbol on map. Op.
Avebury car park. Several small g.shot with
intricate nested centres. Few hundred feet
from ENWI983 l. 85'

usMo9802 Kalispell, nr Glacier l.lational
Park
Montana
USA

Pictogram 25-Aug-98 Wheat
Approx 75' "Cross with circle in inner Z3
with side bars to main arms". All stems broken
or snapped at ground level. Only I layer. No
swollen nodes. No dowsable energies. Visible
from Highway 93. Like lndian 'Great Giver'
symbol in New Mexico State flag

CAMA980r Winnipeg, S of
Manitoba
Canada

Pictogram 26-Aug-98 Dats
Yultiple "Circles, triangles & crosses"

CABC980 r Vanderhoof
British Columbia
Canada

I I circles 28-Aug-98 Cats
I8'6" to 99' circles. Beautifully spiraled, no
rroken plants, no footprints. Samples sent to
Dr. L. Next to runway #250 at Vanderhoof
rirport. Dogs barked incessantly night it
rppeared. Glow seen in sky. Silver oblects
seen near lake

cAsA9805 Midale, nr Estevan

Saskatchewan
Canada

I circles l-Aug-98 No breakage, no tracks, no soil disturbance.
All22'. S of Midale

EN\^/t9847 Furze Hill
Lockeridge
Wilahire
England

Jumbbell-type 3 l-Aug-98 Wheat
Same field as ENW|9827. Dumbbell with
crossbar & 2nd bar. Largest circle 7'-8'. Simple
messy lay. ac/w with standing stems in centre.
Photos failed to come out. Ball of light seen.

ENSW980t Ford, nr Yapton
Sussex West
England

3 rings ) I -Sep-98 Wheat
3 x 4' oval rings connected by curved paths.

Total area 3l' by 27' with paths l' wide. Much
lodging in field. Surveyed after harvest. More
small circles reputed to have been in field but
not found

GEu9803 Unknown
Unknown
Germany

Man-made (?)

Vesica-Pisces

tyPe

) I -Sep-98 Photograph sent anonymously to FGK and

therefore presumed to be man-made

GEx9804 Unknown
Unknown
Germany

Yan-made (l)
rictogram

) I -Sep-98 Photograph sent anonymously to FGK and

therefore presumed to be man-made

cAsA9809 (l of2)
Cando
Saskatchewan
Canada

'4:20"
brmation(!)

)2-Sep-98 "4: 20" formation contai ni ng intricate'layeri ng,

weaving & blown nodes.' Strange glowing light
seen above field by farmers son



i
i
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cAsA98 t0 (7 of 7)

Cando
Saskatchewan
Canada

2 circles )2-Sep-98 2 circles discovered I 00' - | 50' from first
formation during harvest. May have been part
of original formation

FIAL9SO I Knutsboda
Aland
Finland

3 overlapping
circles

)6-Sep-98 3 overlapping circles in Knutsboda prior to 6th
September

ENYW9803 Yorkshire West
England

2 ringed circles,
circle & paths

I 7-Sep-98 Wheat
2 ringed circles with single circle in-between.
Separate avenues with connecting circles

ISxx9802 Jezreel Valley Village, nr Tel
Adashim

lezreel Valley
lsrael

"Classic UFO-
shape"

I 9-Sep-98 Maize (sweet corn)
8' tall 'corn' (presumably sweet corn). 40m
'wings' above & below which were t/q circle
protrusions of 20m, I 5m from each other.
Above 'wings were 2 2m x 5m 'symmetrical
protrusions'20m from each other. Stems bent
dramatically at sround level N/S.

cAsA9808 Spy Hill
Saskatchewan
Canada

Ringed Circle 2 I -Sep-98 Wheat
74' aclw ringed circle laid in tight spiral

cAsA9807 Wapella
Saskatchewan
Canada

Circle 2 l -Sep-98 Wheat
I I' aclw circle

cAN5980 r ryon
Prince Edward lsland
Nova Scotia
Canada

"Triplet with
connecting
pathways"

28-Sep-98 Rye (Winter)
Visible from Trans-Canada highway. 40',40',
50'. All joined by path (triple in-line
dumbbell?). Ac/w. Possible 4' ring round large
circle. Appeared in "The Guardian" on
29t09t98

EN\^/t9848 Great Hinton
Wiltshire
England

3 circles 05-Oct-98 Maize
7' high maize. Probably lst ever maize
formation in the UK although have appeared in
USA & lsrael before. Alongside ,A350.

SLxx980 I Slovenia 08-Oct-98

SLxx9802 Slovenia 08-Oct-98

usoR9803 Kiamath Falls

Oregon
USA

Triangular
pictogram

l3-Oct-98 Barley
Equilateral triangle with sides of 200' with
central circle. Ringed circle on each point.
Visible from nearby houses, W of Lake
Ewauna. Samples sent to Dr. L.

cAoN980r Lowville
Ontario
Canada

Crescent l7-Oct-98 Cattle Corn (Maizel)
Cattle corn between 8' & l2' high! 210' x 177'

Several other shapes nearby. Stalks were
broken (hardly surprising!) & "burned" at
break points. Crop sparsely planted in rows 2'
aPart.
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